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Camp us parki ng
runne th' ·over
-

Smart pointed out that there
UNH students are finding the is plenty of room in D and G
only place they can park is on lots. But these lots present a
a dirt field between Routes 4 considerable walk to many .
and 155A" Despite the Trans- classes though "there are 40 to
. portation Committee's attempts - 50 open spots inD lot each day,"
at maximizing the spaces avail-· Smart said.
. Public Safety officials say they
able, the _130 students forced to
been put in a tough posihave
park in the field are becoming
painfully aware that the parking 'tion due to these new policies
passed down by the President
problem is once again present.
Director of Public Safety and his cabinet. "Our people are
A car corral has_ been rop~~t off for the A-lot overflow. (Mark Hamilton photo)
David A. Flanders offers an · being subjected to language not
explanation: '.'There are more printable in your paper," Smart
underclassmen and by far more said.
Flanders said that during the
DCE students." This has led to
less spots for commuters who first few weeks of school people
are bringing cars to school and
'
need the parking.
Commuters are finding in- plan to bring them home. "PeoBy Neal C. Hogan
the shuttle under budget. The "Don't 'feed a deficit run organ- creasi_ngly less parking spots ple who have cars here that
take
The student senate voted money had been allocated to ization." said Sweeney. "It's due to ·t he greater demand. "We aren't necessary should
said.
Flanders
home,"
them
·
budget,
:under
in
came
we
great
not
increased the number of comunanimously to return a $3,868 Kari-van already so it would
those
surplus in the campus shuttle be coming out of the students let's ,?se the money somewhere muter parking spots in A-lot "Free up those spaces for
he.re."
them
need
absolutely
who
else.
said.
she
and created 4 residence lots
budget to the_Student Activty · pockets
. The parking problem is not
Following the discussion the exclusi~ely for residents,'; FlandThe money earned from the
Fee Reserve Acount in the first
new one and Public Safety is
a'
to
unanimously
voted
senators
pultorwards
go
would
surplus
ers said. "There are 1210 people
senate meeting Sunday night.
on a waiting list for _c bmmuter takirig the heat from angry
Shirley Hamilton, head of. ling the troubled organizat--ion keep the money.
smdents. "It's a serious problem
·· Many senate members ex- spots."
.·
.
Kari-van, reported that out of ou.t of its debt of $16,000 said
pressed wonder over ·former
By creating Residence lots, and someone is going to have
the $55,000 paid by the senf1te Hamilton. ·
Senato.r Michael Keating be- senate decisions to grant the Public Safety returned to the to deal with it," ~arned Flandto the Coastbus lines last year
build
only $51,132 had been spent. gan discussion a·gainst giving money to the Kari-van with the· old parking system. Stipervjsor , ers. "If I could ,I would
in
not
is
ft
but
parking
enough
,
tbim
grante~to
reasoning
weak
;
·
,
th~re
Smart)
surplus,,stating
'F.
the
Arthur
Coast
all
by.
Security
of
for
paid
This money,
so."
do
to
power
my
·
·
it.
receiving
for
responded to questions of "overstudents in the Student Activity is no legal obligation to give'
Karen Coughlin, a commuter
"It was just really fishy," said flow."
.
.
Fee, allows students unlimited Coast' the surplus.
Newmarket, said, "(The
from
vice
bo~y
student
Clarke
"There is nothing in our Sab'ra
"The number of applicants
access to the shuttle system.
Hamilton said in the past the contract w_hich says we -must president. "She (Hamilton)
is about the same but last year change in A-lot) hasn't helped
surplus was usually le.ft with give thei:n th~s ,?1o~ey - I s_ay we didn't have a good ,auq~uTent there was room in lots which at all, I need to get in by 8:30
to get a spot."
for why we should fi,m d 1t.
are now resident lots.''. ·
Kari-Van since it was ·the sur- vote agamst It, . said Keatrng.
·
agreed.
Sweeney
Pat
Senator
plus they earned for operadng
By Chris Pollet

Sena te shuns Kari-van

Sexua l·assau lt
pre-trial held
By.Chris Pollet
In a pre-trial hearing held on
Thursday, decisions on several
motions were handed down on
the case of three students who
were charged in connection with
the .alleged rape on Stoke Hall
las· February. Jonathan Fox,
Christopher Spann, and Gordon
.Williams face trial in Superior
Court on October 5th. Fox and
Spann are both charged with
felonious sexual assault and
Williams faces the·lesser charge
of misd~meariqr sexual assault.
The biggest ·decision handed
~own by Superior Court Justice
Joseph Nadeau entailed UNH's
responsibility to release Judicial
board trial tapes concerning the
case. The University maintained

that the trial information was
confidential upon Assistant
District Attorney Janice Rundle's request for the informa·
tion. ·
Nadeau ruled that since def~se attorney were able to
acqmre the ~ ° ' d the .he~r-.
ings. were public, tfie·pro-settf.:;
tion also has a right to the tapes.
Nadeau also upheld the earlier denial of the defense attor.;
ney's motion to have the alleged
victim testify about her sexual
history. Nadeau laid this motion
to rest.
Jurors will be selected at the
end of the month when they will
be instructed about their responsibilities by Nadeau.

This ultimate frisbee player was caught in the act of catching. (Bill Barnes photo)
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WUNH draws mixed reviews.
By Curtis Graves
WUNH has long been a facet
·of the campus community which
has been largely misunderstood
by the ·student population,
Disparaging comments run the
gamut from "they never play
any musit I like," to "they don't
cater to the student body like
_they should,"
Jim Vallee, a DJ. for the
station, hastened to set the
record straight.
·
''We have an open format
here at WUNI-I; Wf; play all
kinds of music, including blues,
folk, jazz, and reggae. Ho\\'."ever,
'we like to -play mostly _progressive music to challenge the
student to be open to new kinds
of music."
Another D.J. added, "we stay
away from Top 40 music--plenty
of stations play it already."
Regarding the accusation that
the radio station does not cater
to students, Mr. Vallee admitted,
"a lot of our listeners are in
-Portsmouth, which is kind of
weird. We don't reach nearly
as many peopl_e on campus as
we would like, and ' that's probably .our ,. main soncern right
now.. '.-'· _ ,
Lis.a Securo; Music Director,
agreed with Mr. Vallee regarding the· lack of on-campus listeners. ij:ow:ever-, .she made it
clear that:tht! station is doing
ever_yr.~ ing, po·~s~ble to make
.

itself more vfaible.
this reason, the exact b·udget
"We sponsor dances fre- figures will not appear in print.
quently and this year we had a
The majority of the money
table at registration, not t_o · allotted to _WUNH is set aside
mention banners and other to fi:)£ or replace expensive
things which we hope will make equipment that may break down
us more visible."
during the course of the year.
Another one of the station's One disc jockey who preferred
concerns is the lack of personnel to remain anonymous said that,
to fill b:toadcasting time. It is "this_year, our 6iggest expennot uncommon for WUNH to diture will be for -rewiring."
go off the air for a couple of
Although the . people a.t
hours at a time.
WUNH are striving to attract
"We have about forty five , new listeners, the station neD.J.'s," Mr. Vallee continued, vertheless enjoys an excellent
"but it's just not enough. You reputation nationwide.
must remember that working "WUNH is an award winning
here as a D.J. is strictly a radio station and is considered
voluntary position."
one of the twenty best college
Although WUNH does, not radio stations in the country,"
compensate its disc jockeys Mr. Vallee asserted.
monetarily: this spould not be
If nothing else, WUNH is
viewed as an indicator of the always a topic of controversy.
station's poverty. SAFC, the The diversity of opinion regardStudent Activity Fee Council, ing the station is testimony to
picks up the tab for over three this fact. "I started listening to
quarters of the station's entire it because a friend of mine DJ.' d
budget. The res.t of the budget for it. Now I listen to it occais raised by the station itself by sionally, but not all the time,"
way of underwriting, advertis- said sophomore Kathy B.
ing, fundraising, and the sale
Another sophomore, Ki'm R.,
of .merchandise.
was more vitriolic in her appraiSecuro explained that the sal of the station: "I never listen
budget figures were somewhat to it. It's too_sleepy, like elevator
misleading, because of the dif- music." The most positive reficulty in forecasting how much spons·e came from senior Dan
of the budget would actually be . C.: "I love it. It's really the onlyspent and how much, if any, station worth listening to
would revert back tq SAFC. For around here."

.

A D.J. at WUNH spins some ptogres~ sounds on "the fr~e
waves." (Mark Hamiltoa photo)
-------------,
There is./ no doubt that
WUNH play·s-/~omethirig for
practically ev-=ryone. Pick up
a copy of the station's playing

format the -nex.t time you fin4·
yourself in the MUB. Ymi might
find that 91.3 is the best place ·
to tune your FM .dial.

.
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. Reggae_· _great _slain-

Siamese · twins - awake
·from coma

Reggae singer Peter Tosh was murdered Friday
when gunmen forced their way into his Kingston,
_Jamaica home in ·an apparent robbery which some
Infant siamese twins who were separated last
believe may have been an assassination. The
week in a 22-hour operation began to emerge
- massacre lefranother dead and five others wounded.
Monday from the drug-induced comas in which
"They removed the greatest living reggae voice,"
they were placed for the surgery, a hospit,al official
said.
·
said reggae historian Roger Steffens. "And I'm
not sure it was just a robbery. Tosh's security guard
The 7-month old twins, ~atrick and Benjamin
says these men came in mith guns firing."
· - Binder, are not expected to awaken completely for
Tosh was· known as reggae's most outspoken
several days, said Ghita Levine, a spokeswoman
singer, often ·showing up at concerts wearing steel
at Johns Hopkins Hospital. But are starting to "show
manades to symbolize the oppression of his fellow
some spontaneous movement" and are trying to
Rastas-a.Qd smoking cigar-sized joints on stage.
breathe on their own.
Doctors maintained the boys in a coma for a week
He is best krir>wn for his reggae standatds "Leg~lize
It" and the human rights anthem "Get Up, Stand . to keep their brain functions to a minimum so the
Up" which
co-authored with Bob Marley.
,
brain could use most of their energy to heal.
The West Gf;rman boys were born joined at the
head and shared a_major vein. They were separated
September 5.

he

Players propose ,agr.e eF-ir.efi'ghters · in West
ment
aided by·Weather
Gene Upshaw, executive director of the NFL
Players Association, wiH bring forth a proposal
today that should lay the groundwork for an
agreement that would prev:ent the playeJS strike
set for next Tuesday. This is the first time the players
have offered to amend their original proposal, made
last April. '
'Tm glad to see the players have a proposal, but
I won't know if this is a positive step toward a

Lower temperatures and higher humidity aided
fire crews Monday as they fought to contain 'f orest
and brush fires in the West where ,m ore than 1,100
square miles have burned since the end of August.
Firefighters in Oregon were aided by helicopters
dropping water in 1,000-gallon shots, and progress ·
in California was demonstrated by a reduction of

settlement until I see what is in it," said Jack Donlan,

over 4,000 firefighters battling lightning fires that

cheif negotiator for the owners.
_
Upshaw said Sunday his union members will not ·
play without a contract after next Tuesday. "If the
owners get serious, we can make a deal," he added.

began breaking out on All;gust 28 in the northern
part of the state.

Soviet aide arriv~s for
arms talks
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze
arrived in Washington Sunday for talks that i:nay
help s~t up a visit to the United States by Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev later this year.
Carrying a letter from Mr. Gorbachev to President
Reagan, Mr. Shevardnadze said that a summit
meeting '\vill depend on the results of our work
- here". R_eagan and Gorbachev agreed at theiF first
meeting in Geneva jn November 1985 to hold
successive summits the next two years in Washington and, in }4:oscow. Instead, they met last October ~.. ._
in Iceland. Gorbachev has not responded to the 1
, '!_)resident's invitation to visit America this year.
. "Generally, without reason, I do not go anywhere, ·
particularly America," Gorbachev said last April.

One dead·, one injured in·
Dover shooting
One man was killed and another critically injured
in a Dover shooting over the weekend, police said
yesterday.
'
Siharath Phoukhao, 24, of Lowell, MA, was killed
and Derrick Mayberry, 26, of Portsmouth, was listed
in critical ·c ondition at Wentworth-Dougl~ss .
Hospital follow.ing multiple_shootings that took
place at about 9 P.M. Saturday, police said.
Police have released no motive for the shootings,

but say they are possibly drug-related. As of
yesterday, no arrests had been made.
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Agro nsky spea ks on Reag an
then launched into a "lesson"
By -Beth McCarthy
M ·a rt in Agron sky, of about fore ign policy, using the
"Agronsky and Company;, fran Contra Affair as a current
.
fame, addressed a full audito- example.·
Agronsky said that there is
rium (Johnson Theater) of
students, faculty, and town a social contract that "binds the
residents last night, spending President and his administra·much o.f the time allotted fo r tion. to obey the popular will
discussing foreign policytorr-the- ev ~n when making foreign
policy." He further stated that
'
Irari-contra affair.
Agronsky's discussion off the once the_law is tampered with
"President and Foreign Policy" so is democracy.
The introduction of Fawn
is the first in a series at UNH.
on the "Year of the Presidency." · Hall into the hearings also
Richard Hersh, Vice President brought full media coverage.
of Academic Affairs, introduced Hall is "fiesty, articulate, and
Agronsky by relating his various opinionated," Sc\id Agronsky. ,
achievements in the world of Agronsky said her "fascinating
opinion--(that) 'sometimes you
U.S. media.
Also on the platform were have to go above the written
Frank McCann, pro.fessor of law.' " is known in Washington
history and Director of Inter- as gaffe or "an awkward truth."
Th€ lessons that can be
I)ational Perspectives, and Bernard Gordon, professor of pol- leaTned fr6m policy events such
itical science - and a former as the one above cited, are the
consultant for the Department f o 11 o ~ i n g a cc o rd i n g to
Martin Agronsky, renowned pqlitical analyst, spoke about of State.
Agronsky:
the Iran-contra affair last night i~ (he MUB. (Antonio Velasco
Agronsky opened by thanking "Congre~s. b~s a_ perf~ct r!ght
Hersh for his flattery, which (a Const~tut10nal obltgat10n)
photo)
"is g~od, unless inhaied." He _ to meddle and intrude' on for-

a

eign policy making." Agronsky
enumerated two of the Congressional pow:ers : power over the
purse, and the power to declare
war ( the . conduct thereof).
Therefore the President does
not have total control over the
making of foreign policy. Indeed, th@ dispersion of power
was an "a-rticle of faith of the
founding fathers."
The second lesson to be
learned is "the most important
power of the President is the
power to persuade (Congress
and the country) that his foreign
policy programs are correct."
Obviously President Reagan
does not employ this tactic to
his advantage, at least in the
Contra situation said Agronsky.
"Reagan is not the great
communicator in foreign pol_
icy," said Agronsky. The third and final lesson to
be learned is foreign policy must
be consistent with the law. To
tamper with the law is to disolve _
AGRONSKY, page 7

New healt h cente r ·
,open ing ·delay ed
_
By Nicole Finch
Due to a delay in acquiring
some of the materials for the
project, the opening of the New
Health Center will be moved
from the· originally slated date
of October 15th to mid Novem&er according to Dean df
Student Affairs J. Gregg San'
born.

able to receive health care in
Hood House located next to the
MUB.
As soon as the New Health
Center is finished, a transition
between the two buildings will
take ·place eithe·r this semester
or during Christmas break.

The decision for the use of
Sanborn said the material the Hood House once it is no
which has stalled the building's longer th·e health facility has
_progre~s is ~ranite. The gra~ite . not been discussed by the plants applte~ d~rectly to the fac~ng ning commission, but they will
?f _the bu~ldmg a?~ comple~mn reach some sort of decision later
1s 1m1:oss1ble until 1t has arrived - on in the semester said Sanborn.
he said.
Sanborn said he is not certain
of the exact opening date but
estimated completion in mid
November. Students are still

He said they are in their final
decision making stage and there
are still many things that have
to be decided before the project ·
is completed.

Sena te year begin s

The opening of the new Health Center facility has been delayed until mid-November . (Mark
Hamilton photo)

Lead ershi p prog ram offer ed

By Neaj Hogan
a memorable UNH HomecomSunday night at 6:00 p.m. ing this yea.r.
.
Sr ..:aker of the Senate Dennis
"I've been on campus for five
O'Connell pounded .the gavel years and I've been surprised
and brought this year's first that HoII!.ecoming is not widely By Jay Kumar
The Offo:e of Student Activstudent senate meeting to order. celebrated. This year let's do
Warner Jones, Student Body something positive ori this ities is offering a two credit
President, wekom~d the Sena- -_campus and get stuqents in- leadership program which will
study leadership qualities and .
tors with a smile, then reminded . volved;" said Lawing. ·
them that "being a Senator is
The theme will be "UNH evaluate the Republican and
a privelcge for each and every Back to the Future" and planned Democratic presidential canone of you. If you are not to events will include a UNH didates as they campa'ign in the
participate then let us know now Tr1ivia Contest, bed races, a , Seacoast area. The program will
- we'll get someone else. We're competitive and a "whacky" run from September 29 to
not going to tolerate any olympics, Saturday morning jazz- November 17, and registration
slackers."
brunches in the dining halls, and ends on Friday, September 18.
-Assistant Director of Student
He announced that he would more.
make good on his "campaign
"Our goal is _to do .something Activities Renee Romano ·said
promise to rµake the Sen<!,te's for everybody," Ms. Lawing said the program is "designed on the
actions very public.-" This year, in her closing remar~s. Students premise that leaders are m ade
for the first time, the way each interested in becoming involved not born." Students will spend
Senator votes wHl be a matter should go to the Student Activ- time both in the classroom and
of public record.
ities Office or call Ms. Lawing 'in small groups, learning about
communication skills, the ability
"Your ·constituen<;y will be at 862-1001.
able to check u_p on you now,"
Sabra Clarke, Student Body to motivate, and current topics
Jones said, "so vote responsi- Vice-President rose to welcome in the study of leadership.
The program, according to
. _
bly."
the Senators and anounce her
Romano, is "very in_terdisci.riThe evening:s first presen- goals for the year.
tation was by Anne Lawing, · "(I wish) To create long term _ . iplary/' combining commun-_
ication, behavioral science, and
Student Activities Program
administration studies.
Advisor; whose goal is to create SENATE, page 7_
\

'

'

The class will meet each Issues and Leadership.
. The rnnfirmed instructors
Tuesday at 3:45 to 5:45 pm from
September 29--- to November 18 will be Stephen Fink of the
in Horton Social Science Center, Whittemore School of Business;
room 4. In addition · to the , Cotton Cleveland, Vice· Chair
re'g tilar · clas_s meetings, the of the University System of NH
students will be broken down · Board of Trustees; Jeanne Shainto small groups, each one heen, Gary Hart's former camassigned to study a -certain paign manager in NH; John
Barnett, Associate Professor of
presidential candidate.
Romano said the small Business Admim,istratio n; Sugroups promote "experiential san Franzosa, Associate Profeslearning," and will evaluate the sor of Education; and Timm ·
candidate not on position, but Triplett, Assistant Professor
on leadership qualities. The of Philosopy.
The remainder of the instruc·re·sults of their evaluation wili
becommunicate dtoN~w Hamp-:. tors for the program will be
shire voters in preparati~n~t : announced in the future.
Romano said if, at the end of
· the 1988 NH Primary Election.
, . The final projects will. be the program, students are not ·
completed _just prior to the -ye~~jng leadership skills,
"I hope to be"'ble to pelp them
primary, February 16.
There will be different ses- join organizations OtapP.ly for
sions including a panel on Ethics positions."
1
The program can be taken for"
and Leadership, Motivation,
Conffict Manag'ement, Iniage credit/fail and the registration
Making , and Current/Futur e fee is $5.00.
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ON THE SPOT
Are you .in favor of rev ivi ng the .M UB ·Pub?
Ho w wo uld vou sol ve the under age dri n~ ing
problem then?

Tm in favor of re'l!iving
the MUB Pub. They
should separate the room
_into 21 and over which
allows the 21 year olds to
fl"uctuate to both areas.
There should be a juice bar
provide d/or the under age
students."
Rebecca Doherty
Sophomore
· English 1

Y es, basically by providing activities for both age
groups. Thursd ay night
dances were great, something to do without drink'"
ing for the under age students."
Kim Gray
Junior
Family Consumer Studies
11

--- --- - -- -- -- -

ffyes, as long as the people

doing the drinkin g are
required to practice mod-·
eration . More intensi ve
supervision of the drinkers
_as ,di//erentiated from the
non-dri nkers would help
solve· the under age drink ing problem ."
Matt Apgar
s'enior:·
Forest Resources

nYes, I'm legal on October
12th. Open the MUB Pub ,
up one night for under age
. students so they don't have
to find enterta inment at
the fratern ities ( meat
_ r .,
mar~ets)."
Cathy Cote
Senior Business Adminis tration

- --- -- ~----- -----

IM M ED IA TE OP EN IN G:
Gra dua te Edu cati on- Stu den t ·w ant ed for -an
internship at the Tas k Center
Gain valuable work experience

.
assisting
the Reading/Writing Specialist with
testing and facil.itating workshops.
Training is provided.
$5.50 per hour, 10-15 hours per week .
Apply.at the Task Center
-_21 Madbury Rei . .
/-862~3698 .
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UNI-I looks to town council .CALENDAR
as chall.c e for representation
TUESDAY, SEP'i'EMBER 15

LAST DAY for graduate students to withdraw and qualify
. .
.
for ¾ tuition refund.

Silk said. He said he would be discrirriinatic;m against students
Due to the recent restructur- a good representative of the in rental agreements and coning of the Durham town council, group as he has lived in Durham tracts, and for the town to
all nine of the new councillor for four years and has been a . provide more encouragi~g voter
positions will be up for election member of both the campus and regi~tration procedures~
th is November giving UNH the town communities~
A student who wishes to
Selectman Norman Stiles remain unnamed, said that he
students an opportunity to elect
a student delegate to the council. cautioned against having "tun- was asked to leave his Durham
This election could quell critics nel vision" in regards to repres- apartment because "they didn't
who claim the university does enting the st.u dent cqnstituency. _ really want students living there
Dr. Gooze of Madbury Road during the school year as it was
not receive fair representation
agreed, "Anyone .who intends a quiet area for older people."
in Durham politics.
In the reformed government to run has to realize .that there
However, his landlo-rd sugthe town meeting will no longer is more to the town than the gested that they rriove to ·a .
exist as a legislative group, but students ... life goes on here · student complex· owned by the
rather as a forum once a year (Durham) after they go home same realtor. The student apartto express opinions. The nine for the summer."
ment, although slightly smaller
Silk has been active on many in size, represented an increase
member council will play a
greater roie in creating legis - different political and commun- in cost.
.
.
· · ity levels. He is majoring in
·
lation.
Some residents have ex-.
Three of the available seats Political Science at the univer- pressed apprehension~ a_bout
will be for a term of three years, sity with the future aspiration the idea of a student fillrng a
three seats for a two year time of getting involved with some town council position because
period, and the remaining three aspect of the legal profession.
of the fact that it is a full year
On campus, through his role office dealing with proposals,
for one year. UNH -student
Timothy Richard Silk intends as a judicial advisor he repres- many of which do not have
ents students before the univer- anything to do with students.
to ·file for a two year term.
Silk arrnounced his intention sity judicial board. Silk also .is
"There rriay be hesitancy on
to run in a meeting yesterday a member of the Debate:Society. the part of some people because
Last semester from January they don't think a student would
e'venirig with a group of student
· to May, Silk lobbied the NH stay around," explained Richard
representatives. ·
· Students have run for town State Legislature in Concord Young, ,owner of the popul-ar
government positions once be- representing . concerns from Young's Restaurant in downfore. Jay Ablondi andjim Grif.: Police Chiefs Association; Re- town Durham, "but it could
fith were two students who ran gional Planning and the Teams- happen with anyone."
for selectman seats in the 1984 ters Union, -of.which he was a
Selectman Stiles emphasized
Durham election and lost by less- member.
that anyone under our demo Silk continued working in cratic process has every right
than a hundred votes.
Griffith '-explained that this Concord this summer for the to run. "When it comes time to
was probably due to the incle- Department of Safety. This vote, the voters of the town will
ment weather that day and a . semester _he has taken on many . elect • people who will best
need for more campaigning different tasks thro\l-gh volun- represent their concerns," added
beforehand. His suggestion for teerworkwith the Bruce Babbitt Stiles.
any -student running would be presidential campaign. ·
"Many people of the towq see
to get out into the community _ "The students play a vital role students as outsiders here on
in providing Durham's econ- a part-time basis which is some·
·
and go door to door.
"I think there is much mis- omy, but don't have represen- thing that will , have to be
uriderstanding about students ration on the town's govern- addressed, said Gregg Sanborn,
on the part of the townspeople. ment," stated Paul Gigis, a Dean of Student Affairs at
The candidate would need to let WSBE senior and former apart- UNH.
them know that he wasn't out ment tenant of Young Drive.
"I think that the right student
Gigis, in concert with other or students who have demonto take over the town, but rather
to offer another perspective to UNH students from the Town- strated envolvement in and
- Gown's advisory committee on conce·r n for the best interests
the council."
"The s·tudents are a major standards and university- of the commq.nity' y10uld be seen
constituency group which is in Durham relations, said he be- as an· asset," Sanborn said.
real need of a spokesperson," lieves there is a need to address

By Sabra Clarke

MUB MINI COURSES REGISTRATION- Room 126; MUB
9:00 a.m. to noon
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES- "Activation of Molecular
Oxygen by Cytochrnm P -450 and Related Heme ~m;ymes,"
by Prof. John L<twson, University of South Carolma. Room
·
_
1-103, Parsons, 1. a.m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCfa' - vs. Boston University, 3:30 p.m.
RECEPTION FOR WOMEN IN SCIEN~E- To cele~ra~e
the formation of a chapter of the Assocat1on of Wom_e n rn
Science at UNH . Open to facult_y, staff, graduate and
undergr~duat~ stud~nt~. Conference Room, 4th floor, Science
·
and Engmeenng Bu,1ld1rtg, 4:30-6 p.m.
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES- "Les Bons Debarras."
Room 1 f0, Murkland, 7 p ~m., $1.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
MUB MINI COURSES REGISTRATION- Room 126, 9 a.m.nqon, and 1-4 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER- vs. J\.'.(assachusetts, 3 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS- vs. Massachusetts, 3 p.m. _
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY- vs. Vermont, 3 p.m.
NEW FACULTY RECEPTION- Reception Hall, Barton Hall
Addition, 4-6 p.m.
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES- "Les Bons Debarras."
Room ll0, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1

THURSD AY, SEPTEMBER 17
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM- "Studies in Temperamental
Inhibition of Children," Jerome Kagan, Professor of
Psychology, Harvard University. Room)0l Conant, 3:30-5 p.m.
MUSO FILM- "A Year of Living Dan_gerously." Strafford
Roo·m, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., Students $1, general $2. ·

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
LAST DAY to add courses without Dean's appro'val .and
without $25 per course late drop fee. ,
-

LAST DAY to drop courses, or change to audit; without $25
. ,.
per course late fee.
LAST DAY to choose Pass/ Fail (undergrads), Credit/ Fail
(grads).
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY- at Connecticut with Providence
and Northeastern
MEN'S GOLF- at Bowdoin Invitational
WOMEN'S SOCCER- at Rutgers
.WOMEN'S TENNIS- at Maine
MEN'S TENNIS- vs. Maine, 3 p.m.

.·TH-ARE TWO SIDESTO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.•
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
.
not the exception. The gold bar
·\
on the right means you command. respect as an Army officer. -If you 're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, ·
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
,

'

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE AL·LYOU CAN BE.

N .H . INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "Diploma_cy: A ·
Contemporary Perspective," Dr. R~ymond M. Robrnso a ,
Executive Officer of the Federal Environmental Assessment
Alumni
1925 Room,
Office Government of Canada.
· Review
.
(
·.
4 p.m. ' .
Center,
SCOPE CONCERT- The H ooters and special guest. Field
House, 8 p.rri. (doors open at_7: 30 P·rr:1·) Students .$10, general
.
,
public $12, tickets at MUB TICket OffICe.
SEPTEMBER AR TS FESTIVAL- Christopher O'Riley, piano. '.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 8~22290 ·,
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, M.UU.
. (Observe deadlines on proper forms)
-T~e ~ew Hampshue (USPS 379-280) is published and distribu~ed semi- :
~weekly throughout the academ ic year. Our offices are located m R~om ·
15 1 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H . 03824. Business 1
()fftc;e hours: Monday - Frid~ 10 _.µn ~ 2 pm. Acade~ic year s~bscription:
J.,~A. "'? Th~rd dass .p os.t ~e plldd a_t Du,~had,1, NH 038_24. A~v~rusers should
c k their ads the hl'St ~Y - The N~w. Hampsh,r~ w11l 1~ no case be
:che_
responsible for typog.rapfvtalor other :errors, but w,111 reprint_that _p~rt
of an adverti~ement in 'l(b ich-a typo3raphical error appears, if nor1f!ed
imrilcdiately. POSTMASTE~ : send address changes to The New Hamp~h,re,
lll ~ U B, UNH, Durham , Ntf;J) 38 24 . 10,000 cop ies p ri n ted per issue
._by ]o#rnJ.Trib11ne Biddefo rd, Maiqe.
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC
DISCOVERY COMPUTING CENTERS OPEN:
Two of the three discovery small system computing
centers, located at Stoke. and McConnell, as well
as the large system computing ce nters, located
at Kingsbury and Morrill, are open. Students
wishing to use the computing centers must attend
an orientation session. Orientation sessions will
be conducted at the MUB center (room 122) daily
(through Sept. 18), with sessions at 9 a.m., 12:30
p .m. and 2:30 p.m. Starting Monday, September
21, orientation sessions will continue to be held
at the MUB center every Tuesday and Wednesday
at 12:30 p.m. Extra sessions will be added. as demand
dictates. Each orientation session can accomodate
43 persons on a first-to-sign up, first ser~ed basis.
Orientation sign-up sheets will be posted outside
of the MUB center. Additionally, part-time student
computer attendants are needed to staff Discovery
small system and large system computing centers.
If interested, you may pick up an application form
at 104C McConnell Hall. . ·
WORKSHOP ON "STANDARDIZ ED TEST
TAKING FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL": Sponsored by Student Support Services, TASk Center.
We'll discuss .which tests you should take, when
to take them, how . to prepare, and tips on
maximizing your ·score. Current grad students will
be on hand to describe their -experiences. Work
shop dates: Tues., Sept ., 15, 4-5 p.m. or Weds.,
Sept. 16, 1-2 p.m.
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS IN BRITAIN:
Sponsored by Center for International Perspectives.
Richard Roberts a representative of Beaver College,
one of -the bigger and best spons_o rs of study ab~~ad .
programs in Great Britain, will discuss opportunmes ;
to study abroad. Wednesday, September 16, Center
for lnterantional Persepectives. New England
Cent~r, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
UNDERGRAD UT AE RESEARCH- A W'ARDS
INFOMATION MEETING: Fos students who plan
to pursue a research project as part of their academic
work. Information on Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program and applying for a UROP
Research Award: Tuesday, September 22, Room
204, Horton Social Science Center, 7:00-8:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
NON-CREDIT COURSES are free of charge. Call
325 7 to register. All courses are held in the Stoke
Cluster Classroom unless otherwise specified.
USING TIMESHARING : This course teaches
skills needed to interact with a typical timesharing .
system. Topics include how to use a computer
terminal, and how to connect to a timesharing
system by telephone. Monday, September 21, 24:30 p.m.
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT : Course teaches
the ·bas.ics of how to create and DOS treestructured directories as an aid to the or_ganization
of data and programs for a hard disk system. Backing
t up and restoring hard disk files are also explained.
Prerequisite: MS-DOS or equivalent experience.
Thurs~ays, September 17, 9-noon.

V AX/VMX: This course introduces the VAX/VMS
operating system on UNH's academi~ mainframe,
Hilbert. Essential skills are covered for those who
need to use the application programs on this system.
Prerequisit: Using Timesharing br experience with
another computer operatip.g system. · Wednesday,
September 23, 2-4:30 p.m.

GENERAL
PIZZA LUNCHES: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
Student Center. Join the Pizza for Lunch Bunch.
Relax at the end of the week with good company
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House, Fridays
.
.
Noon to 1 p.m.
AUDITIONS FOR THE UNH.DANCE THEATER COMPANY : Sponsored by Theater Department. Open to all UNH Students- Jazz, Ballet, And
Modern Dance. Tuesday, September 15, Newman
Dance Studio, New Hampshire Hall, 6. p.m.·

HEALTH
The following are sponsored by Health Educ~ti~n
Center, Health Services:
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN) : Individuals affected by anothers •use of alcohol or other drugs.
Mond ays, Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m.
1

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOMEN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, Conference Room, 2nd floor,
(Changed from Wolff House to Hood House), noon
ta 1:00 p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinking
qr drug use. Mondays and Wednesdays, Conference
Room, 2nd floor, (Changed from Wolff House to
Hood House), noon to 1:00 p.m.

MEETINGS

· Serv ice fraternity
earn s nat'I chart er
By Jqanne Marino

. Alpha Phi Omega, the co-ed
fraternity founded on community service, will recieve its
national charter at UNH on
September 26. After an active
year and a' half on the univers.ity' s campus the Theta Zeta
. chapter will be initiated by the
· national vice president during
a ceremony held at the New
England Center.
An estimated one hundred
people are expected to attend
including representatives from
local chapters such as UCONN,
· .
UMO and MIT.
Alpha Phi Omega,.or APhiO
will also be initiating .honorary
r:nembers that have graduated
since the fraternity started.
APhiO was founded by Amy
Giguere and is committed to
serving the community above
all else. The_ir projects range
from raising money against
multiple schlorosis during the
· UNH carnival to building a
playhouse for the Little Peoples
Center. '
A current project includes
treating orphan children to a
day at a local park.
Due to national by-laws,
APhiO can never move into a
house or become .a member of
the Inter Fraternity Council.

Despite this, it is the largest
national fraternity with 5 50
chapters. Its membership includes both greeks and nongreeks as well as men and
women.
"This is a great opportunity
for greeks and non-greeks to
do something for their community," said Scott Fitzmaurice
of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. "-APhiO is open to all meh
and women attending UNH to
join. Everyone has something
to offer."
Giguere explained how helping others can also be a way to
help oneself. The fraternity has
acted as a support system for
its members and has nurture a
social atmosphere through its
services.
"Any person has the potential
to be friends here," says Giguere.
"You don't have to put oh an
act."
APhiO will hold an informational meeting tomorrow at
8:00p.m. in the MUB. Giguere
hopes their compassion will
reach other members of the
university.
"A lot of work and dedication
went into this," Giguere added,
"but I. nev~r have done anything ·
more fun.

COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: Learn, educate, and act on issues related to
_C entral America. Tuesdays, Merrimack Room,
_
,
.
MUB, 6:00 p.m.
AMNESTY INTERNATION AL ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: To organize .this year's
activities and form groups with specific organ~
izational responsibilities. All welcome. Tu~sday,
September 15, posted in lobby, Hamilton Smith,
7 p.m.

RED CROSS STUDENT COMMITTEE MEETING: For planning upcoming Red Cross B""Iood
Dri-ve. Anyone interested is invited or can call 8682753 . Tuesday, September 15, 12 Dover Road,
Durham, 7 p.m.
INTER V ARISTY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Meet for worship, fellowship, fun.
Thursday, September 17, Hillsboro/Sulliva n Room,
.
MUB, 6:30 p.m.
UNH ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION INFORMATION MEETING; Students interested in personal
investing and business management are invited.
Thursday, September 17, Ream 21, McConnel_l,
8:00 p.m.

WORD PERFECT: (two sessions) WordPerfect
is a powerful but easy-to-use microcomputer wordprocessing system widely _used on campus. Th)s
course gets new WordPerfect users started with
the basics of video editing, formatting and printing. NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITPrerequisite: MS-DOS o r equivalent experience. TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVPart I- Tuesday, September 22, 2-4:30 p .m. Pa rt · IT IE S, ROOM 322 , MUB. (Observe de~dli nes
on proper forms)
II- Thursday, September 24, 2-4:30 p.m.

Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and .have your
name in·print
·

·-

.RESUMES.

Shirts played the skins in ultimate frisbee yesterday. (Bill Barnes
photo)

Electronically Typed
$17.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Pape! and Envelopes

.

_ Plus :

25 copies * 25 env_elopes * 25 exfra sheets of paper

.

(Changes easily made with our 30 day memqry storage.)
Open Monday - Friday 8:30:-5:30

UNH

COED N
only $10

\

Dur ham Cop y·
Jenkins Court !Durham , N.H. •868-703 .1

See Eli at K appa Sigma
or
call 868-9637.
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IWe ·need more university comics!

<contin~ed from page- 3)
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the «g!ue" (the Corfstitution,
statutes, etc.) which holds our
Apply at The New
nation' together.
To conclude, Agronsky said
~
Hampshire, room 151 ~
"to abandon the three requirein the MUB. .
•
.
·merits ( the lessons) might cont in ue our standin•g as a great
power, but µndermine our standing as a democracy."
Following Agronsky, Frank
McCann declared that the "violation of law has become the
11orm" in our society today.
McCann who received a military
education said the role of the
military in foreign policy has
become "the most troubling
Huddleston <liners find the warm sun more fun to wait in than
thing."
Finally he stated "foreign . the Sunday's downpour. (Craig Park~r photo)
policy is better done slowly and
deliberately and risk missing
the poat now and again."
Bernard Gordon summed his
arguments in three points: First,
citizerfs should thank Reagan
"for focusing our attention on
the kinds of lessons that
Agronsky drew." Second, that
there is a tendency to "try to
fix the (policy making) process- ·
... when there is nothing wrong
with the process."
Finally he said we need to
Oyster River Elementray School,
30 Fox Run Rd., Newington NH 03801
question why certain people get
to be President. Carter - and
Dur ham (behind SAE)
603/431-1367
Reagan were less prepared for
Regular class schedule Tues &
foreign policy than they should
have been, according to Gordon.
Thurs. 7:30 p.m. ·
Agronsky commented that
there are some "pretty substanAnnie Snelling 659-6684
tial people on the Democratic
side" in the 1988 election. Paul
. Simon is a "very responsible, -.,.,,IUl!.JVUVI.J.ll..~AJl~'J'.i...-.lV'tNW....MMNWY.MNWY.MNW....MM'rNW....MNNWMMNW....N'\r/Y'rl"rl-.-.~t"rl"i'rfV._...~
serious candidate," said
· Agronsky ·while Jesse J acksori'. s,·
role is t:o ·"stir up waters."
On;:_ thef Repubitca·n side, -Agronsky said Robert Dole has
"one deadly fault: he h,as a sense
of.humour."
Agrons,ky s·a id his choice _
would have been Mario Cuomo,
who . was 1 'wrong to not want
to face the pressures of a presidential campaign.'.'
Agronsky' s comments were
followed by sever.al questions,
of which the most noteworthy
was why the news has no faith
in Jackson's winning.
"He's Black. ..the public would
never accept him," said
Agronsky. "It is not ready for
a black president."
For those of you who would ·
like to tune in to a self-described
" ... Conservative about tbe system." "Agronsky and Company"
is on Saturday nights at 7:30 on
channel 11.

l . _·.

l................................................., ..................,............."

*
*
J~reise
Open House Sept. 15
7:30 p.~.

. HELP WANTED

• on Kari-van route

• competitive wages

free class

12 Jenkins Court
across from
The-Franklin·

5pm- midnight

(continued frorri page 3)

leadership thinking on the part
of our Senate and a recognition
of the legitimacy and value of
the student voice by the faculty,
staff, administration, student
body, and community at large,"
said Clarke.
Dining Council .Chairperson ·
Steve Roderick ~eported the
current estimated cost of the
snack bar/convenience store
planned for the basement of
Stillings Dining Hall.
The $251,000 estimate is \
$40,000 over the amount set
aside last year to cover the cost.
Associate Dean For Student
· Affairs · Anthony Zizos explained that due to increased
subscriptions to meal plans this
year, there will be excess revenues to cover the new costs.
The senate unanimou~ly approved the project.·

We Deliver

FREE

call 868-2009
Sun, Mon, Tues open until J a.m.
W, Th, F, 'Sat open until 2 a.m.
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People waited in a long line yesterday to buy ~ickets for the.
Hooters' Septe·m ber 18th show at UNH. (Mark Hamilton photo~

UNH students need. only to go the MUB to find jewdry and :rugs from around the world.
'
·
(Mark Hamilton photo)

-Information from
the Federal Government on subjects
ranging from agriculture to zoology is
available at Depository
Libraries across the .
nation.
, You can visit these
libraries and use the
Depository collections
without charge.
To find one in your
area, contact yoµr ·
local library or write:
Federal.Depository
Library Program,
Office of the Public
Printer, Washington, ·
DC 20401.

Do you want to write sports f (Jr
' your paper? Come see us

/

.

MUB
·iMini

\
\

5
""'

}(
.

Cou rses
______

- - ~ - - - - -·,

~ Federal Depository
~ library Program
Th1s,111ograf!l

]

Fall 1987
Soft Aerobics··

Ballroom Dancing
Basketweav ing
Blues Harmonica
Bowling Bas_i~s ·
Guitar

So Glad
You're Back

· Hiking in New Hampshire
Massage
Sig~ Language - Part I
Tai Chi Chuan
Watercolor for Beginner
Yoga

·Registrat!o n
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Sep~ember 14, 15 & 16
9 a.m.-12 noon& ·1 p.m.-4 p.m.
_ Student Activities Programmi ng Office
-Room 126, Memorial -Union Building (MUB).
at registration
Fee d:ue_
For more information call 862-1001

ss suppone<it>y The Adver11slflg Counc1tan<11s a public service ol ;h1spublica11on

See You

at

Durham Red Cross

.:

Blood Drive
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HOOTERS
Bring It Home.

ONE WAY HOME
:ncludlng:
Johnny 8/Satelllte/Karta With A K
Flghtln' On The Same Side
~
Graveyard Waltz
~

·

"One Way Home."
The definitive new
album from the
Hooters. Featuring
.
"Johnny B," "Satellite," "Karla With AK" and more.
Listen to the Hooters
breakthrough debut album.

A resident of Alexander Hall filed this photo of the car which
collided into a tree in front of that dorm on Saturday night,
September 5th. A 17 year-old Marshfidd, Mass. man was arrested
on a charge of driving under the influence of alcohol, acco~ding
. to Durham police. (Tori Martin-photo) .

. On Columbia Records,

~o:: .:t : .~:~~:,:~:~~~ i:,scs: '"' ~

See the Hooters live at
University of New Hampshire Fieldhouse September 18th

IEVEMENt

Fall Fireside Adventures '87

Oct. 30-Nov.1 Surfs up .. Dude!
-Trip to the bea(?h and more!
'.

Oct ? Curb~ide Experience
-A p'ark bench perspective

\

'

Oct. ?3-25 Gilli'gan Isle
-~rip to-- lsle of Shoals
Nov. 6-8 A '{Valk on the Wild Side
-Adva·nced Winter Backpacking
of Ma
Informational Meeting
Monday the 21st, 7 p.m., MUB
Sign ups
. -.
Thursday the 24th, 12:30 ·p.m.,
Grafton Rm. MUB

There are many ways
to acknowledge it ...

one lasts alifetime.
Your College Class Ring-

from Balfour!
Selectyoursat;·

The MUB
MUB- Balcony
$10.00 deposit required

Thurs. Sept. 17
Fri. Sept. 18

.Balfour. No one remembers tf/ so many·

~S-

10-3
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NEW OPPORTU NITY. FOR_
FRESHMA N TO GET INVOLVE D
WITH STUDENT.GOVERNM.E NT
For the first time we will have ·an election for two Freshman
class senators. Get directly involved with ·the_decision making
at UNH.
For more information or an applicatio~ c ome to t he Senate
·
Office,Rm. 130 bottom ·floor of the MUB
eetings
m
the
attend
about
all
is
_
To see what Student Senate
every Sunday 6pm,McConnell 214
Deadline for applications-9/ 18/ 87
Election-9/25/87 (only. Freshman vote) •

'

THANK YOU, WARNER JONES , STUDENT BODY_
PRESIDENT- SABRA CLARKE, STUDENT BODY VP
'

'

Store Hours:
Mon-Wed 9-5:30
Thurs-Fri 9-8
Sat 9-5

43 1-1122
145 Mirona Rd.
Portsmouih, NH ·

. '..

_ (Across from 1,rtisan Outlet)

di~

'

'w

. X

®/ ~ .

iffi - /

7~

~ ~/ /#/

m•

-

:=:~=~ /
·/

:m~,

?
September 15-21
. CAFETERIA
Tuesday-September 15
Mexican Fiesta
• Stop by for some hot and sricy Mexican food, MUBstyle!!!
Wednesday-September 16
,,,
All-American Day .
• Food for the All-American college student.
·
Thursd_ay-September 17
Italian Day
• Viva Italiano at the MUB Pub!
· Friday-September 18
. MUB Specialties .

NIGHT G·RILL SPECIALS
Monday- BLT
Tuesday- Chicken Salad Sandwich
Wednesday- Grilled Ham and cheese
Thursday- Hamburger
Only 95¢
New Hours: Monday-Thursday 3:30 - 9:30

BREAKFAST -

U41 D!ll1•1 ou• •I S l CCDM,.. , ....
,u1•• 0••0u t1 cuu 0111

"

-STARTS EVERYWHERE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18✓

Come by and see us for breakfast.
Start your day off right
with a MUB Breakfast Sandwich,
only $1.50!!!
Check our our daily specials,
·
only $1 .85!n ·
We ope17 ar 7:30 am for ail you earlybirds!.!!!!!!!!!!!
,

·'

,
Check out ou r Fast Service, Convenient Location
• Low Prices
FREE DOUBLE PRINTS until 9/21
• (from original color rolls only)

THE PICTURE PLACE• at the Cat's Closet

'

(
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The New Hampshire

is hiring typists, copy reader,s and
graphic artists for the 1987~88
sehoolyear. Pick up applications
at room 151

•

in

I

theMUB.
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"IT'S HIE YEAR OF .TIIE CAT"

THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL

AT

IS ACCEPTING INTERCOLLEGE TRANSFERS .
BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 21 AND SEPTEMBER 25

DURHAM. RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE

ON

MONDAY I SEPTEMBER 21

THROUGH

FRIDAY I SEPTEMBER 25

1.2 NOON

TO

5 PM

AT

MEMORIAL UNfON BUILDING

INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS ARE
·AVAILABLE AT THE GROUP MEETINGS SCHEDULED:
MONDAY, SEPTEMBE~ 21, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 208),
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 312)
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 8:30-9:00 a~m. (McC 208) ,
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC ·201)
· PRIDA SEPTZM~ER 25, 8:3Q-9:00 .a.m. (McC 208)

r,

-Whittemore Advising Center
Mccon nel I 862-3885

/

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
· ·
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Pac kard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
.time and again.
HP calculators not
·· only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the ·
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every_ HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed spe- -· '
dally for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators...with the rest. By
·
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.

---7
,----.
$49 HP-41
FREE

I ADVANTAGE MODULE
I with P~lrchase of H P-41. Pur·
I chase must be made between
August 15, 1987, and October 31,
I 1987. See your local HP dealer

I
·I

for details and official redemp·
tion form . .Rebate or free Moel -

I

OR $10 OFF AN HP-12C.

I
I
I
I

I
I

ule will be sent in 6-8 weeks. ,

I

L ____ ~ ___ _J

©1987 Hewlett-Packard Company PG 12703

h-;

-'I!.

r1,p9· HEWLETT
~f:..11

PACKARD
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LEADERSHIP EDUCATION
.
AND THE 1_9.88
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
A New Leadership Education Program

PAGE THIRTEEN

lLPBA
GAMMA
RHO

ln-troduction to ✓ the Practice of
, Leadership

at

6 Strafford Avenue

·Tµesday, Sept. 15th
Thursday, Sept. 17th

· Participants will: ·.
-be introduced to selected principles and
relevant topics in leadership
-apply the study of leadership to the
1988 Presidential candidates
-anticipate their future roles as leaders
. and strengthen leadership abilities

Sessions.~ Tuesday., 3:45-5:45 pm from
September 29 - November 17 .
. I Final
Project: Evaluation of Presidential
,..
•
.
. candidates in February
Registration: Office of Student Activiti~s
Room 126., MUB
Deadline--September18
Optional Two Credits ·

8--10 p-.m.

Open Rush
All men of the College of Life Science and
Agriculture, Thopson School of Applied
Science and Related Majors We've got.an opportunity for you to become
involved with something that will reward
· - you the rest of your life.
63 years of excellence at UNH.
· 60 Chapters Nationwide

NEED SPENDING MONEY??
RESI LIFE HAS A JOB FOR YOU
ON .THE WORK CREW -· -

-ALL .YOU~HAVE· TO DO IS APPLY
AT PETTEE ·HOUSE ACROSS-THE
.· STRE-ET FROM STOKE .
.:'_ WE BAVE~POSITIONS FOR WORK ·
. · CREW, PAINT CREW, FIRE
. INSPECTORS AND ·CLERICAL WORK . .
WO-M EN ARE .E NCOURAGED TO AP.PLY!!
. FOR MORE INFO CALL us AT 2122.
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Ed
The parking prob lem is pitiful
did not inform perimfr holders of the
The front page. story and inside ed-itorial
change, but also that she didn't get a warning
in the September 3rd issue of the Cynic
instead of ~ $20 ticket, and that "we didn't
at the University of Vermont complained
a say in it. God forbid!"
have
·
that the new parking policy at that school
plot has been roped off in a field
grassy
A
freshmen
,imposed "restrictions barring
Channel 11 · to accomodate
new
the
near
half-mile
a
and students who live within
of A-lot. A driver of
overflow
daily
the
campus."
to
from campus from bringing cars
said he was making an
shuttle
campus
the
think
UV
If our counterparts at Groovy
to pick up and drop ·
loop
the
on
stop
extra
.
their
drive
should
they have a problem, they
to the field.
banished
commuters
those
off
UNH
the
to
here
Daddy's BMW down
will soon
snows
winter
and
rains
fall
But
parking
a
find
to
try
and
Durham campus
bandtemporary
a
be
to
corral
car
this
prove
spot.
parking
s
UNH'
of
sore
festering
the
on
aid
to
surprised
be
would
student
A UVM
'
problem.
find out that here at UNH not only are
cars to
of
ratio
the
semester
this
Again
a
in
live
who
res,
andsophomo
freshmen
-·
parking spaces has increased to .about two
dormitory, prohibited from having cars
on campus, but also that upperclass students, · cars per space. Tl:ie number of parking
spaces has not decreased, although comfaculty, staff, and commuters must compete
position of the number of general permits,
for the spaces available. The daily panic
resident J?ermits, and metered parking
to find a parking spot has become a w·ay
continues to shift each year. Officials in
of life at UNH.
Public Safety say the_,problem stems from
Karen, a senior, commutes from Newthe increased number of students demandmarket. She said she drove into campus
ing parking. No kiddip.g. Just like the
one day last week but was so frustrated in
. number· of students demanding a place to
her search for a place to park her "boat"
live, only to be put into a built-up lounge
she turned around and went home.
or lotteried out of the dorms.
Joanne, a junior who lives in Stoke, said
Students dis placed from University
she got a $20 ticket for parking in U-lot
housing must then move off-campus and
behind Scott Hall, which according to the
join the ranks of those fighting for parking
1987 / 1988 Rights and Rules manual is
It is a vicious circle that students
spaces.
Joanne
· reser'ved for h_er resident permit.
be broken.
demand
must
said she was upset not only that Public Saf<:tY

The administrato rs of the University
may be reluctant to build dorms, parking.
facilities ot other space-makin g capital
improvemen ts because of the expected
decrease in the 18 year-old population
(future UNH students) forcasted by the
U.S. Census Bureau. However, the administration has no problem spending its
money, and students' athletic fees, on
renovations to the .Field House. Assuming
the ultimate goal of -the Field House
renovations are to establish a national
reputation for UNH athletics, to in turn
attract students to our University, then
where do they live and park their cars?
As students we must not allow this very
important issue to be lost in a mire and
maze of committees, task forces, and studies.
The University must start to seriously
consider long term viable solutions, whether
it be decreasing enrollment, building a
parking garage on A-lot, or increasing .the
frequency and efficiency of the Kari-van
system. We must demand the parking issue
be cohtihually brought to the rop o-f the .r:
agenda. It is , obvious for the sake of those
of us trying to park on campus this year
and for those who will be elbowing for space
years from now, we have to make positive,
re~d steps toward solving· the parking ,
problem now.

' I

------history tells us whether you
meet our standards. A donot in
our region must be at least 17
years of age (no permission
To the Editor:
needed), weight at least 110
In my last letter to you, I
pounds and may give if he meets
promised to explain the Red
Cross Blood Program's method · our requirements. The cut-off
is on the 66th birthday. Our crew
to protect both donor and recipient ~nd make the time you. of nurses are not only professionals and trained expertly
spend with us a pleasant .one.
their field before they go on the
When we first opened our
road, but also they care and
doors in 1950 necessary guide"pamper" you all the way.
lines had been established by
To further assure you, the
Federal regulations and national
nee4le used is sterile, used only
and local medical committees
once, stored in a protective
to determine the eligibility of
a donor and the safety of the container and autqclaved upon
product. Then and now regu- arrival at the blood ce_nter. Our
lations exist with some new
additions. These include the
AIDS screening which began
in 1985 and our laboratory was
the first in the nation deemed
proficient in HTLV-III antibody
.testing. Another step toward
safety was implemented in 1986
with two surrogate tests .which
indicate the presence of exposu.r e to NON N-NON B hepa:- ·
titis.
Having established these
·regulations to protect the. recipient, we also had to protect
you, the donor. Medical che~ks
of blood pressure, hemoglobin
level, temp~rature and pulse
. ~i~~ a_~e,viey.r_· <;>f your medical

Blood

volunteer · crew also _pamper _you

like an honored guest! Finally
you join many others like your-.
selves at our canteen and share
a time of fellowship.
We of the Vermont-New
Hampshire ,are committed tO
assure safety to both patient and ·
donor! Please help up keep our
commitment!
. Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman
P.S. On the lighter side, we are
pleased to announce that our
Wildcat hockey players will be
among the volunteers and donors!

Letters to the editor should be
typed and signed and must include an address and telephon e ·
number for verification.
Address all mail to:
The .New _Hampshi re
Room 151,
MUB

. .. ,
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"Sex: no highway"
This week a former student stopped by to talk. .
He ask~d me a,baut acquaintance,rape and,frepeated ~ ,_y
a colleague's analogy: "If you' re driying drunk ~nd
run down someone on rh~ sidewalk who also happens
to be drunk, not even the most irresponsible person
would blame the pedestrian:"
J'o which the young man ,.r eplied, "What if the
druq.k pedestrian walks oU:t in the road? Wouldn't
the pedestrian be responsible, too?"
· I admit, he stumped me. In that case, I said, I
would have to agree. But some part of me wasn't
satisfied so I talked to another male colleague who
said, "H you'. re talking about stepping out into the
road, even children and small animals know they' re
taking a big risk, but when a woman goes out with
a man she's contemplating a. relationship. Sexuality ·
shouldn't be a highway."
·
·
Therein lies a part of the problem. I listen to
young men in my classes. Often, their messages
are .mixed. Understandably, some resent being
viewed as potential rapists just because they are
male. Others scoff at women who do not take the
necessary precautions, which have come to mean
never attending·or leaving a party.unescorted, never
walking anywhere· afone, never asking a man for
· a ride or letting male acquaintances into their rooms.
To be absolutely safe, maybe women should never
socialize with men iri the first place.
Has it really gotten that- bad? Have women on
_ this ·campus become the squirrels destined to end
up flattened on 108. I_cert'a inly hope not, but as
long as I continue to hear some inen on this campus .
say, "Rape is not my problem," or 'Tm indifferent
to it," sorpe women will understandably equate
the safety of male-female relationships with the
odds of a jackrabbit crossing the interstate.
If I were a Il)ale, I wouldn't want any woman to
perceive me as the small animal perceives oncoming
traffic. How can a squirrel know which car will
be traveling too fast to stop?
Living under suspicion, expecially from you peers,
is a horrible weight to bear. The best way to alleviate
that s:uspicion is to show you're doing something
about it. 'fhe first step _to prevent violence against
women is to understand your part in it, not to tear
posters about it off dormitory walls . .While men
may feel inundated by the information dis.:;eminated
by various campus programs and offices, it is
essential not to dismiss what appears irrelevant.
To any woman you go out with or even see in this
town, it's not.
·
Women are not small animals or children and
· men are not trucks or cars. Until we all decide to
· treat sexual refationships differently thari uos·sing
.'. the highway, it's going to be hard.
Leaf Seligman
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Jennifer Muller's Dance in High Spirits
By Karen DiConza
bolism in the dance - that the dreams are often more powerful ·
Jennifer Mulle"r and the waking state is a reflection of and more intense than the
Works, an 11-member contem- the dream state, yet' more actions which really come out.
porary dance company, opened subdued and restricted because The dream. is the "Id," the
the University's September Arts of the laws of society.
energy, and the waking state is
Festival Saturday at 8 p.m. with
Four characters appeared on the "superego," the part of the
a .two hour performance in each half of the stage: a father, person which reflects rules and
. Johnson Theater.
mother, daughter, and daugh- norms of society.
The New York City based ter's boyfriend. The dancers on
The dance worked magnifcompany performed three pie- each half of the srage reflected icently. The crowd was delighted
, ' ces, each about a half hour long, the mood of each setting.
· with this piece and gave the
en,titled ·"Couches," "The Enig- ' .
On the left, the dream state, eight dancers a large round of
ma," and "Speeds." The near the dancers were wild, agile, and applause.
sell-out crowd responded favor- fast moving, dressed in tight
The second of Muller's dances
ably to Muller's choreography fitting leotards' that were the didn't work as well as the first.
and to the fabulo.us dancing of same wild .colors as ·t he setting . · Entitlied "The Enigma," and
. the company.
These characters danced very using music by David Byrne and
The first dance, "Couches," close to each other, climbing on Brian Eno, this piece also dealt
captivated the audience by hav- top of one another, interacting with two separate worlds someing two separate dances hap- by very physical movements. how joing together.
pening on stage simultaneously. They danced with power, intenNine dancers danced this
The stage was set as two differ- -sity, and quickness. The cl.ream piece - five were part of the
ent scenes, the left half repres- state was much rriore free and world we live in; they were
.enting the dream state of the expressive.
.business people, sort of in .the
characters dancing on the right
On the right of the stage, the world of Wall Street with their
half of the stage.
mother and father were more business· suits and attire. Four
Each half of the stage was set conservative, the father dressed other dancers were sort of
as 'a Jiving room, each with a irt gray pants and a white shirt spiritual beings, dressed in loin
backdrop and one couch in front with gray tie, the mother in a clothes and loose fitting clothes.
of it.
gray skirt and white blouse.
What the piece showed was .
The left half of the stage was
At first, the father sat on the the confusion in the world of
-set with wild colors - greens, couch without moving, reading the bus.i ness-like people, and
red~, oranges. The right half of a newspaper that he held ,u p in the simplicity and complacency
the stage was set in gray and front of his face. The .mother of the world of the spiritual
white.
moved around slowly, .trying to beings. Somehow, the two
In the program notes, Muller get his attention, sometimes needed to mesh and become one.
listed definitions from Webs- breaking.out with movements
One of the .dancers in the Jennifer Muller and The Works appeared Saturday night in the
ter's New Collegiate Dictiona.r;y similar to those of the mother business world tried to m~ke · Johnson Theater as part of the September Arts Festiv:al.
of "Id: the undifferentiated in-the dream state. But she the two . mesh by taking one of ties, and didn't for the chaacter§
_ source of the organism's would catch herself, and subdue the spiritual beings and trying in_ their need to search for a. the d'ancers were on stage having fun. All were _dressed in
energy," and "superego: a major back into the rest·rictions of to make her his own. He dressed better society.
white flowing clothes, which
part of the psyche that aids in society.
her in a gray dress and gave her
After a 1.5 minute intermischaracter formation by reflect- .
Sometimes, the wild move- a gold neckla_ce. But she resisted, sion came Muller's third piece breezed with the air as they
ing parental conciousness and ments of the dancers on the left and then returned to her world entitled "Speedst with music danced across the stage. The
dancers showed their well _practhe rules of society."
of the stage would appear in the of simplicity.
· ..
by Burt Alcantra. The entire
She also listed a quote from actions of the four characters
What seemed·difficult about company, encluding Muller, ticed talents as all 11 danced in
Tarthang Tulku: "Although the on the right. The dream state this piece was that there was . danced in this light and spirited various speeds.
This piece was also well
dream stat~ is quite similar to would begin to show itself, but no real reason why the man tried piece which played upon varireceived by the audience. It left
the waking state, it has more they would soon catch them- to capture the spirit. It didn't ations in speed.
t_h e night on a note of fun and
flexibility."
selves and calm dowrn.
seem like the audience felt any
There was no heavy symbohigh $pirits.
This quote sun:is u_p the sym-_. ~ The dance epitomized how · conn
lism
in
this
dance·
it
was
clear
_ e_c_t_io_n_Vf_i~h_·t_h e _!~q ~~>eie-
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erine Hepburn (winning her to go away, and it is quite
second of four Oscars). They enjoyable once you get over the
play supposedly 1,iberal parents shock of ·s eeing such unHitchwho's-daughter brings home her . . cockean actors as Shirley Manew fiance for:, a surprise visit, claim~ and John Forsyth~.
and guess what, folks? He's
One of the ,lesser known
black! Most of the movie shows Shakespearean films is A Mideveryone grappling with this summer Night's Dream (1935).
little dilemma, although the real Typical of Hollywood's 1930's
dilemma is how old Spence and "classic adaptions," it is handKate coul~ not accept their somely made, albeit with a
daughter's fiance, because, as bizarre (if fascinating) cast,
played by Sidney Poitier, he's including James Cagney as Puck
2'0!hCtnlu1vfo1omtnts
almost as W ASPish a~ they are; ("You dirty fairy"), Dick Powe~l,
sort of a black James Stewart.
and Arthur Treacher, who looks
Starring
Last year's A Room With a surprised not to be playing a
DONALD SUTHERLAND· ELLIOTT GOULD ·TOM SKERRITT .
Co-Starr;og SALLY KELLERMAN• ROBERT DUVALL• JOANN PFLUG• RfNEAUBERJONOIS
View is that rare thing in nature; butler.
amovieasgoodaseveryonesays
Robert Altman's savagely
FILMS INCORPORATED
it ~s. Based on a novel by E.M. funny M*A*S*H (1970) is a
Forster, this film is beautifully must for M* A• S* H TV f~ns,
Robert Altman's M*A*S*H is a must see in the_MUSO fall film series.
acted, sumptuously shot, deftly or anyone else with a taste for
directed, and oh-so~British. black comedy served up at the
By Marc Mamigonian
is a critical look at a number of Gibson (who gets to flex his Don't miss it.
expense of the,U.S. Army. It set
films coming our way.
· , . , acting muscles, for a change),Alfred Hitchcock's The Trou- a. trend with its overlapping
Once again, this fall semseter,
The Year of Living Danger~ .... Sigourney Weaver, and espe- • 6/e With Harry (1955) is anoth- dialogue (written by .Ring
the folks at MUSO will be - ously (1982) is a taut romantic cially Linda Hunt (who garnered er rarity of sorts, ,i n two senses; Lardner, J.R.), but the only
treating .the student popu'Ilce thriller set at the overthrow of an Oscar), who plays a difficult it is one of Bitch's few outright M*A*S*H _" regular" there to
to a healthy variety of films.
the Sukarno regime in Indone- part for her-a male. .
comedies, and it is also seldom speak it .is Gary Burghoff (Radar
Included will be several recent sia. Director Peter Weir (GalSpencer Tracy had his last shown. Typically, it is a very O'Reilly, to you).
releases, some classics, an:d even · lipoli, Witness) creates a suit- role in Stanley Kramer's Guess dark comedy (which is perhaps
And Now For Something
someseldomseen(aroundhere, ably tense and sweaty Who's Coming io Dinner whyitwasoneofHitchchock's CompletelySacrilegious ... It's
a~'f€ast),..fQr_eign films. Schedules atmosphere and top notch per- ( 1967): and, as always, he is personal faves) about an incon- - -Mqnty Python's Life of Brian .
. . q1._9 _easily ~e\,obtaihed; ~0 1 her~ , forq_iarict?~ ar e turned i~ by
MeJ ,.-p~rf~q, a~ js pjs ~9-s,t~r ~atp,- . yei;ii~n.t ,cornse,thaq:loesn't wanr_, FILMS, .n we) () . -, '. _·•· . · ,
1 ..
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Alvin On His Own

..

especially "Every Night About ·
Dave Alvin
This Time" which could easily
Romeo's Escap_e
be covered by Tammy
Epic Records .
Wymnette or even Dwight
By Arthur Lizie
Yoaka:m.
Dave Alvin's voice may not
Alvin's band, The Allnighbe as sweet as his brother Phil's, te.rs,-.J1..r.e,...tight when necessary,
but th~ tales he tells are just as . and let tne~dges-&ho:W-?1:1.l~e:
bitter. Just as Phil reworked songs that call for It. Afvrn some of the classic tales of the handles guitar and .Jead vocal
working man on his last album, chores. The Allnighters include
Dave Alvin now reiterates that Greg Laisz who masterfully
same voice in a modern setting teases with the lap and pedal
on Romeo's Escape. These are steel guitar, Jerry Angel who
tales of grown men crying into pounds the skins, Gil T., sport.:
their drinks at closing The . ing an Antone's shirt on the
greatest revelation on .this re - inner sleeve, who rumbles on
cord is not in the lyrics though, the bass and John 'Juke" Logan
but in the music. .While Dave's who rounds out the squad e>n
work with The Blasters and X
harmonica and keyboards. _Spefocused on uptempo and cial guests who are actually
straight forward rock and roll, relevant more in actual sound
~ ·g ood portion of this mu::;ic is
than marque value, unlike .many
_ as close to country 'fwitty City, other records, include David

L
·D
.I\ 0 v O

Hidalgo and Steve Berlin of Los
Lobos, Tony Gilkyson, who
eventually replaced Alvin in X,
and Al Koo per, formerly of
Blood Sweat and Tears.
The record features redone
versions of four older songs
from Alvin's portfolio. "Fourth
of July," the current hit for X,
is reworked in a more country,
less pop version than appears
on X's See How We Are. Although more produced than a
demo, this song, featuring Hidalgo as the CO-:VOcalisl, sounds
essentially like a blue print for
the X version
"Long Whie Cadillac," "Jubilee Train," and "Border Radio" are.all reworked from their
original Blasters versions. Both.·
"Cadillac" and "Radio,.' ' are
much more heady country than
the original rock versions, while
"Train," Alvin's "Grapes of
Wrath" tale, still holds true to
the Blasters' rock and roots.
Of the new songs, the best 1s
the title song which is a page
out of Chuck Berry's notebook.
The love 'em and leave .'em tale
rocks and rolls to four distinct
guitar solos. If you listen closely,
you can even hear the buzz on
the amps in the middle of the
song during a break in the
action.
Other standouts include
"Brother On The Line," featuring an emotional violin solo
from Hidalgo, and "Far Away"
which is held.up by the floating
organ of Kooper~
In the final round up, Romeo's Escape is . a surprisingly
different and enjoy~ble album.~
Dave Alvin has shown that he
can enjoy artistic success in both
the rock field of his past and the
country area which he explores
more deeply here.

-
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R.E.M.
R.E.M. Succumbs
A&M Video
By Ric Dube
Michael Stipe is a cryptic
kinda dude. He _sees things his
owrr way and revels in the thrill
of communicating these views
to others. An artist.
The title of this video is
R.E.M . .Succumbs, which may
communicate to the fan that
pressure from their label is the·
real motivation behind its release. This is possible of course,
judging from the amount of
commercial video on the tape.
Four original commercial videos
are on here, which can be looked
at as good qr bad. True, the band
doclaimtohaveapret tyhealthy
distaste for anything on MTV,
but if video is denouncable, thenwhy release a commercial tape?
The explanation to the stalemate seems reasonable; it's not
video _in general that stinks, it's
MTV. Sounds reasonable. Other
than being tacky, obnoxious,
sexist, overly self-promoting
::-.nd narrow minded, they put
on boring contests. However,
the non-commercial video
R.E.M. have supplemented this·
ta pe with is substandard and
boring.
As said, Michael Stipe is .an
artist, but if this is h0w he sees
his life and the band's concept,
it's a wonder the kid can walk
straight. Most of this tape is.
grainy, stop-motion footage of
the boys playing in a Georgia
junkyard sometime around
1984. The film is set to one s:ide

f h R k. . l
o t e ec oning p,andthough
the action is fun, and perhaps .
, the band's most creative period,
the film is hard to wawh. Also,
. the sound quality is significantly
inferior to that of the rest of
the tape. · . .
The two new videos culled
'from Fables of the Reconstrutt·ion (of the Fables) are "Life
and How to Live It" and "Feeling Gravitys Pull". Both are Hve
videos with the same grainy,
stop-morion style as the Reck. ,,
oning clips.
- R .E.M. Succumbs is typical
of their current image, and
might be considered a cop out.
It could have been a lot better,
considering the whole quiet
southern mystique· that ·s.urrounds them . 'Stipe is a film
hound, and must. have miles of .
footage worlds more interesting
than any of this . R.E.M. used
to love to do intimate acoustic
sets littered with clever cover
tunes and harmony drenched
versions of their own songs.
They could have shown that.
The band, particularly Peter
Buck and Mike Mills are charismatic in an interview situation. Why don't we get to see
that?_Everyone in the band is
very proud of Athens, Georgia,
their hometown. Perhaps a
. guided torir by Michael and Bill
Berry would have been a _tickle.
The point here is that poten. tial far exceeded delivery; a
bummer R.E.M. have been bumm_ing on consistently. A dissapointment.

Petro l Emot ion

'

'r · That Petrol Emotion

·:a:i::o,

Records

example of multi-national con- By Artlmr Lizie
Stop, feel, home, hard, heavy,
glomeration, has been-contract--·
ed to run the municipal police fear, truth, terror. These are just
force. OCP, as the company is some of the words that That
fondly_ known, has . a plan to Petrol Emotion use on the cover
rebuild the city core, but crime. of Babble to describe it. Most ·
in the area must first be erad- of these words are negative, not
ica:ted. After the original agent exactly indicitive of the general
of change, a hulking, growling attitude of the band, but pretty
robot called ED 209, gives new much how they seem to view
meaning to the idea of murder- the world, often rig}:ltfully so.
ous corporate politics, the con- The inner sleeve of the record
tigency plan involving a prot- features a treatise on wrong
otype cyborg policeman comes doings under The Prevention
into play. Enter the new cop on of Terrorism Act in Ireland.
the block, Murphy (played by Basically, the essay states that
Peter Weller, the only "known" 94.3% of the Irish taken into
actor who appears), and his custody under this act were
partner Ann Louis, who togeth- arrested for no reason. This is
er chase down the ragtag grab the world in which That Petrol
bag qf pan-ethnic criminals led Emotion live.
The band's s.o und is not unlike
by crime lord Clarence BaedekThe Call' s bombastic frontal
.
er.
Murphy pays dearly for the assault, although with qiore
near arrest, with a pound of guitar and less keyboards. The
flesh, and then some. Following band features brothers and ex- hidden somewhere down in the
a . n a m b i t i . o u s Undertones S'e an, guitar, and muddle.
The album's best song is "Big
death/ metamorphisis scene Damien, bass, O'Neill. Althat contains more than a few . though they did t4e bulk of the Decision," in spite of the fact
puns on the actual •medium of writing in the Undertones, here that the beginning· sounds like
film, Murphy is reincarnated they equally split the chores "Walk Like An Egyptian." Unas Robocop. While the rest of with drummer Garan McLaugh- characteristicly for the band,
the force walks out ori stri~e, lin, guitarist Reatnann O'G0r- this is a rhythm heavy, almost
he catches crooks,' protects the main, and stuff player Steve rap tune. It's got a good beat and
you can dance .t o it. On the other.·
innocent, does all those things Mack.
The major complaint with the · hand, characteristicly, the song ·
that good cops should, until the '
small part of him that is still record is the sound. It seems as is a call to arms of the lathargic,
Murphy sneaks through bis . though the tapes have been "Actuate! Educate! Organize!""
The song that might give the
programm~d mind in a dream dragged in bad~ pack of an IRA
aqua soldier. Producer Roli most pleasure for- the die-hard
and sets him on the warpath.
Here, the plot tightly spirals· Mosimann must have had cot- Undertone fans would be
_inward,, p~es~nt:~g the vjcious ton in his earphones while "Split!,'. ' one minute and thirtycorporate mf1ghtmg of die two . listening to the playback. There , seven seconds of pure fun,
j are some really good songs . described by the band as a
C~msul!ler ?~o~u~~' a g1:llesome ROBOCOP, page 19

Robocop
Orion Pictures
By Susan Aprill
One thing from the outset.:
.I absolutely adored Robocop,
though I'm ne ither a fan of
police movies, which it is, nor
an avid watcher of westerns,
which the film also resembles.
What appealed to me .µiost ·
about the movie was the striking
satire, the twisted humor, and
the total lack of pretentious
social statement in a story t.hat
presents some of the sharpest
commentary on modern life to
appear in a long time. ·
The director and the screenwriters have taken an almost
unknown cast· and a relatively
simple story about a larger than
life urban hero battling a bad
tempered pack of slum-thugs,
and somehow produced a sophisticated tale with allegorical
overtones, inspired comedy, and
spurring· juglar veins. I do like
bloody mov_ies and when a
film can combine violence with
·a IJ10dicum of truth and. a
gener:ous helping of horrific
hutrior, well,, that's really what
gore is -for.
The writers missed not a
single oppurtunity to lambast,
skewer, or otherwise satirize
everything and anything that
crosses the path of Robocop's
science fiction plot. The action
is set somewhere in the not-todistant fduture in the inner city
slums of Detroit, where Omni

"Psychotic thud for the masses."
Other highlights include the
quirky off tempo "Belly Bug,"
the hypnotically repetitive "Static," the trying tale of racism
"Chester Burnette," and "For
What It's Worth," a,n original,
not the Buffalo Springfield
.
classic.
Babble is a record that wili
make the listener think, · in
decipheting both the content
and the meaning of the lyrics.
That Petrol Emotion have a
solid hase for a shot at AOR in
the near future, catchy and hard
hittip.g songs, but for now, th~ir
main priority should be getting
a new producer. ·
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.FILMS
\

(1979).l3r'ian,-pl~ed by Graham
. Chapman, perioaically g9sses ·
paths with his more tamous...
contemporary, Jesus of Nazareth, and meets a similar end.
Anyway, the Pope condemned
it, so it can't be all bad.
Go s-ee Billy Wilder's ·Some
Like It Hot (1959). Go see it for
Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon
in drag, go see it for Marily
Monroe wriggling with her
phallic ukelele and singing "I
Want To Be Loved By You," or.
for George Raft parodying, well,
George Raft. Don't ask questions, just go see it.
)
A Woody Allen film is always
a cause for celebrations and/ or
burnt offerings .to Jehovah, and
Radio Days is · no exception. In
it, Allen reminisces about his
childhood, during the Golden
Age of Radio, when famili,es
gathered together each night

(continued from page 17)

to watch the radio set (y,es, they James Dean's first big part, and
watched it, but no, I don't know he teams with Raymond Massey
what they expected to do). It: andJulie l:farris in Elia Kazan's
is a lovely and witty film, though slightly overblown adaption of
it comes dangerously close to Steinbeck's novel. It's all a bit
overdoing the nostalgia, with · Oedipai, but the performances
the Woddy Allen Repertory .Co. are great. ,
in fine form.
Lady and the Tramp: D,isney,
. Dial 'M' For Murder (1954) cute animated doggies. 'Nuff
brings Hitchcock our way again, . said.
and 'none too soon. Grace Kelly
Rounding things out in grand ,
. looks gorgeou~ (not that she · fashfon-, Cary Grant stars in
could help it), Ray Milland ldoks Frank Capra's black farce .about
suave, and although it's a:11 a sweet, murde_rous old ladies,
trifle stagey, Dial 'M' is · a Arsenic and Old Lace (1944),
gripping murder / suspense and also in Stanley Donen's
thriller.
Charade (1963), which wa-s one
If you ,care to see Style In of his last films, ·and whi~h is
Action,_then Top Hat (1935} the best Hitchcock filin that
is a must. Fred Astaire and · Hitchcock never made.
All in all, not a bad selection
Ginger Rogers .glide through ·
art-deco sets and a trivial plot for first semester-hdl, not one
and sing "Cbeek to Cheek," and Tom Cruise film in the bunch.
it's wonderful.
Which just goes to show that
Bast of Eden (1955) w_as . there is a God after all.
•

- - · ·· - .
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ROBOCOP

Two time Boston Music Awards winner Patty Larkin appears this
Thursday at 9 p.m. at The Stone Church in Newmarket. Larkin
has two albums currently in print on Philo/Rounder Records,
Step Into The Light and I'm Fine. Tickets are $5 at the door.

(continued from page 18)
sleazy vice presidents, the con- SUX sports car ("8.2 miles to
nection between OCP and the· the gallon. Detroit is back!"),
criminal underground, and the arid Nuke 'em, a family game
irony of Murphy's tragic but .c omplete with red buttons and
unsentimental quest to avenge . mushroom clouds ("You crossed
his own death. The story is my line of death!").
engrossing, though not entirely
The laughs are well spaced',
original, drawing as it does from ·well timed, and utterly disturbthe well worn action moyie ing, often plunging the viewer
formula of good guys versus bad into the uncomfortable hysteria
guys.
that accompanies horror. This
Robocop, however, stands far peculiar streak of humor crops ·
from mere repetition, due to the · up even in the final ·credits
extra slices of razor sharp irony where very minor characters are
the writers include. Within the given names like Manson, Starkbroad satire of the video media weather, and Che·ssman, This
that permeates the story, there clever and timely wit, .particare commercials for art if ical ularly apparent in the slam-bang
heart implantation ("We carry finale, sets Robocop above
. the full line of Jarvik hearts and, ,, standard cinema fare.
remember, we ca~e."), -the 6000 ,
The movie stands apart as

well for its sympathetic and , '
realistic treatment ·of the char- ,
acters, for its interesting and
dynamic camera work, for its
phenomenally gooey-gore effects., and finally for its nearly
seamless union of ultra-violence
and high-tech. This graphic, but
not gratutious brutality, which
comes largely in the form of ·
heavy, sometimes sadistic gunplay fovolving staggering a'rsenals, leads one to the conclu-sion that Robocop is decidedly
not a movie for gun contr:ol
activists or pacifists of · any
caliber. Rather, thi~ is a movie
for the gorehounds, die shoof'
'em up fans, and anyone else
with a strong stomach and ari
'elastic sense of humor. · /

.
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THIS COULD BE YOUR SPACE! USE YOUR TALENTS AND CREATE YOUR OWN COMIC STRIP!
Apply at room 151 in the MOB.

Ry with the finest.
Get your career of_f to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you .could qualify for
.. our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during 1the summer. Tl-iere are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the gra.duate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.
·

This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See. if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- ~l'A~-~---\.~~fl'
cer Commissioning Programs.

The Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer will be on campus 15 September through 17 September 1987,
_ 10 am to 2 pn daily, in the Merorial Union Building. If you would like rrore infonna.tion call 436-0974.
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TOUR CITIES LISTED
ON BACK OF SHIRT

WORLD TOUR
. White T-Shirt
Qt y_____ Size(s)_ __ _

BILLY, TJIB BOIHGBRS BOOTLBG

Berke Breathed's l atest
book - personally autographed
:by tbe ' autbor, exclusively
from Guy Glenn Graphics.
Also includes a 45 record
with the hits "BILLY & THE

MOM QUEST-OPUS GOES HOME
Be autifully photographed
calenda r and story o f Opus '
trip to Antartica to search
for h is mom .
Personally
autographed by Berke Breathed,
exclusiv ely from Guy Glenn
Gr aphics.

ORAL BILL
White T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(s) ___ _

BOINGERS" & •11 u STI__NK BUT I
LOVE YOU".

List Price
Plus Postage

List Price
Plus Postage

$7.95
$1. 5 0

$ 7. 95
$1.50

Qty. _ _

Qty. _ _

OPUS
Lt. Gt"ey T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _
White Sweatshirt
Qty, ____ Size(s)_..;. __

,. , ~ ~ ~

PlNGUIN LUST

PENGUIN lUST
White T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(sL--White .Sweatshi ... t
Qf y____... Size(s) ___ _

ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT
Lt. Gt"ey T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _

White Sweatshirt
Qty _____ sizetsL_... _

STARSHIP ENTERPOOP
White T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(s )_ __ "'."

NEW BILL THE CAT
Lt. Gt"ey T-Shirt
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _
White Sweatshirt
Qty _____ Size(s)____

White Sweatshirt
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _

_ _ VISA _ _ MASTERCARD _ _ EXP.DATE
NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ _
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - " - - - - ~ - - - - SIGNATURE _ _ _ __ _ _---,-- - -SHIP TO:

----~-_.;; -

HEAVY METAL OPUS
Whjte T-Shirt
Qf y _____ Size(sJ ___ _
White Sweatshirt
Qt y _____ Size(s) ___ _

-~

------ ------ ------ --

Tees: S, M, L, XL
Sweats: M, L, XL

--~---"'L.~.,.......__~

/_5;;.,;1:,'//·d ..ea::;r--

$12.45 ea. postpaid
$?2.45 ea. postpaid

CO residents add 4.1 % sales ·tax.

/\llow 4-6 'weeks delivery for personal checks.

MAIL TO:
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS
DEPT. 8·5
·
P.O. BOX 3953
· EVERGREEN, co' 80439-3430
(303) 674-8667
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·Personal care at~enderit. $6/hr . No ex1:)erience needed. Hours negotiable. Call
Pan at 692-4764 evenings.
_"I LOVE THIS JOB" the TASK Center-is
' iooking for Sophomores, ~uniors, or Seniors
in good.academic standing for the position
-of tutor I counselor. If you'd like to work
in a stimulating supportive envirnnment,
drop by or call by Sept. 14 . Work study
preferred. TASK. 21 Madbury Rd. ~62-3698
"I LOVE THIS JOB" the TASK Center is
looking tor Sophomores, Juniors or Seniors
in good academic standing for the position
O'! tutor I counselor. If you'd like to work
in a stimulating supportive environment.
drop by or call by Sept.14. Work study
preferred. Task 21 Madbury Rd. 862-3698
Student ·w anted to take care of two children
in our lovely coun!ry home in Rollinsford.
Must be caring, responsible, non-smoker.
References must. Salary negotiable. Will
try to work with your school schedule. Live' ·in arrangement possible fo.r the right
P,!:lrson. Call 742-6008 evenings.

a

Gymnastic Instructors for busy private
school 20 minutes from campus. Childor-iented teacher with ability to lead afternoon/ evening/ Saturday classes for.boys
and gi rls. Spotting skills and knowledge
of men's gymnastics a plus. Good salary
with opportunity for advancement. Call 3329821 /8854.
Work study help needed. The Glacier
R~search Group is looking for students
to assist in aUaspects of res~arch in the
· new ~Science_ Building. No experience
needed, good pay_, flexible hr.s. Contact
Qr. M.J. Spen·cer rm 343/ph. 3145 or Mark
Twickler rm 341 /pti. 2463.
Work study help needed. The Glacier
R.esearch Group is looking for students
to assist in all aspects of research in the
hew Science Building . No experience
needed, good pay, flexible hrs. Contact
Dr. M.J. Spencer rm343/ph. 3145 or Mark
Twickler rm 341 /ph. 2463.
Immediate opening: Graduate Education
.$tudent wanted tor an internship at the
TASK Center. Gain valuable work experience assisting the Reading/Writing
Specialist with testing and facillitating
. workshops. Training is provided. $5.50 per
hour, 10-15 hrs. per week.

CL

Must sell- Toyota Tercel. Sounds like new
and reconditioned engine. 5 speed and
very economical. New brakes, shocks, and
inspectable. Very little rust. Asking $1050
or B.O. Call night time or early morning
before 10 a.m. ask for Carlos 868-7256
'73 Volvo wagon, 1 owner, well maintained,
mechanically sound, reliable transporta. tion, Alpine stereo, $1,500, ask: Peter 862- .
·
·
407 4
'79 Subaru new tires, new brakes, no rust,
good condition. Needs little work (estim~ted
a.t $500). Call Traci 431-1098 nights.
'78 Horizon automatic, FWD, 4 door. Recent
NH inspection, runs o.k. $500.00/or 8 .0 .
·call evenings. Ask for Jen or leave
message 742-0455.
LOS'.(ANO FOUND
Compassion - Where is it? Beyond War
a new w~y of thinking.
Compa~sion - Wh·e r~ is it? Beyond War
a new way of ,thinking.
RIDES
Seeking tran.s pcirtation to am:I from U_2
concert Sept. 17, Boston Garden. Expenses
shared . Please leave message tor Jane
868-1046.
Seeking transportation to and from U2
concert Sept. 17, Boston Garden. Expenses
shared. Please leave message tor Jane
868-1046.

SERVICES
.Explore music in my home- study voice, ·
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or .
renaissance music privately and in ensemble . All ages welcome. Call Persis
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721.
Guitar lessons by Randy Armstrong cofounder of Do'a World Music Ensemble;
Jazz, Classical, Theory, Acoustic, Blues/ ·
Rock; reasonable rates -c'all: 659-

~6~3~5;: ort

Serv;c'€."Sem1 -

Guitar lessons-study with a-G.I.T. ' Grad.
improvisation concepts, technique, ear
training, chords, harmony and -theory, all
styles. Call 749-4780.
Typing of all kinds. $:1 .25 per double-space
page. Pick up/delivery if required. Please
call 742-2629.

Barter.iding Course-Learn a valuable skill
tor tun or profit. Prepare for a good paying
copy readers. To apply stop by room 151
part-time or vacation job. Get hands on
in the MU!l
professional training behind an actual bar,
with lots of paf tice time. It's easy and fun
our way. Certificate awarded i School is
licensed and is on U.N.H. Kari-Van route.
Visitors welcome. Evening clsses. Call or
For the best price on a U.N.H. coed Naked - write for free brochure. Master Bartender
School, 84 Main St. Newmarket, N.H. tel.
Lacrosse Shirt see Eli at Kappa Sigma only
$1 Q.
_65_9_-3_7_1_8._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The New Hampshire is hiring typists and

Explore music in my home- study voice,
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welc;dme. Call Persis
Ensor in Durham at ·65_9-2721 .
Explore mus·ic in my home- study voice,
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance mysic privately a,nd in ensemble _
.· All ages welcome. Call Persis ,
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721. ,
Explore music in my home- study voice,
piano, violin, .recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome. Call Persis
Ensor in Durham at 659~2721.
Explore music in my home- study voice,
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome. Call Persis .
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721.
Explore music in my home- study voice,
·p iario, violin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome. Call Persis
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721 .
Explore music in my home- study voice,
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome . Call Persis
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721 .
Explore music in my home- study voice,
piano, viol.in, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome. Call Persis
Ensor in Ourham at 659-2721 .
Explore music in my home- study voice,
piano, viqlin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble. All ages welcome. Call Persis
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721.
Explore music in my hof'lle- study voice,
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or
renaissance music privately and in ensemble . All ages welcome . Call Pe rsis
Ensor in Durham at 659-2721-.
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Become an AGR little sister! Rush tonight
and Thursday night 8 to l0:00
Join St. Pauli Girl Women's Rugby! Inforarrol
mation meeting tonight at-7:30 in the C_
Room of the MUB
Hey Scott!!! What's up? 143- da rod
HALL HOUSE: this is going to be an
AWESOME year! Have fun. ( ... the first of
many; I'll be talking.to ya!) Love El
FELIC/Al HEY THERE YOU WILD WOMAN!!

EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 ;S G'n oerwayI
Spend your spring break on a sailing
voyage in tne Bahamas with the NHOC's
spririg-break sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop
by the NHOC office for more info.
EXTRA! Bah.a ma's Blast '88 is underway!
Spend your spring break on a sailing
voyage ih the Bahamas with the 'NHOC's
spring-break sailing venture: A $1-00 non,
refundable deposit is due by Oct. 1 st. Stop
by the NHOC office tor more info.

lntetested in Photography? Sign up for
Muso Photo school in room 148 of the MUB.
Contact Rob at 862-1485 tor more info.
evening$ 6-9pm.
Interested in Photography? Sign up for
Muso Photo school in room 148 of the MUB.
Contact Rob at 862-1485 for more info.
evenings 6~9pm.
D~rkrooms are open'. for student use. $3Q
· per semester. Contact Rob at 862-1 485
for more info. evenings 6-9pm.
·

Darkrooms are open for student use. $30
EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 is underway!
p~r semester. G:ontaci Rob at 862-1485
Spend your spring break on a sailing
for more info. evenings 6-9pm.
·
voyage in the Bahamas with the NHOC's
·
Commuter
position:s
.
available
tor
the
spring-break sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop · StudeRt _Senate. Apply now. Rm 130, MUB. _
~lections Sept. 25.
·
·
by the NHOC office for more info.
Commuter
posHions
available
for
the
EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 is underway!
Student Senate. Apply now.' Rm. 130, MUB.
Spend your spring break on a sailfng
Elections Sept. 25.
· ·
voyage in the .Bahamas with the NHOC's
spring-br~ak sailing venture. A .$100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st.' Stop
by the NHOC office for .more info.
EXTRA! Bahama's· Blast '88- is underway!
$pend your spring break on a sailing
yoyage in the Bahamas with the NHOC's
spring-break sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop .
by the NHOC office for more info.
EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 is underway!
Spend your spring break on a sailing
voyage in the Bahamas with the NHOC's
spring-break sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop
by the NHOC office for more info.
EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 is underway!
Spend your spring break on a sailing,
voyage in the Bahamas with the NHOC's
spring-break sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop
by the NHOC office for more info.
EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 is underway!
Spend your spring break on a sailing
voyage· in th~ Bahamas with the NHOC's
spring-bceak sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable depos•it is due by Oct. 1st. Stop
· by the NHOC office for more info.

At,tention Freshm:en. Become a Student
Sen-ator. Applications :available in the
· Student Senate Office Rm. 130, MUB.
Elections Sept. 25.
Attention Freshmen . Become a- Student
Senator. Applications available in the
Student Seriate Office Rm. 130, MUB.
Elections Sept. 25.
Alpha Tau Omega Rusti .Bpm Wednesday
Sept. 16t h. Monte Carlo Nite. Pizza and
Gambling.
·
Alpha Tau Omega Rush 8pm Wednesday
Sept. 16th. Monte Carlo Nite. Piz_za and
Gambling.
KAPPA SIGMA all the Greek you need to ·
know.
K~ P.A S.IGMA all the Greek you need to
know.

it.·

How .much type could a Varitype 'type
a Varitype would type type? Why, as many
stats as a photostat would stat if a photostat
would stat stats. -The GHP

"Star Trek IV" Saturday Sept. 19th in the'
MUB PUB. 8pm & 1 0pm. $2 students; $4-non-students. Presented by MUSO.

"Star Trek IV" Saturday Sept. 19th in the ,
EXTRA! Baham a's Blast '88 is underway!
MUB PUB. 8pm & 10pm. $2 students; $4 _
Spend your spring break on a sailing
non-students. Presented by MUSO.
voyage in the Bahamas with the NHOC's
"A Year of Living Dangerously" starring
spring-break sailing venture. A $100 non- '
Mel Gibson and Sigourney Weaver. Thursrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop
day Sept. 1 7 at 7 & 9:30 in the Strafford
by the NHOC office for more info.
Room of the MUB. $1 students; $2 nonThe weasel is hunted mercilessly fo r its
students.
fine fur cqat.
Rock and Roll, how has it affected you?
"A Yeqr o(Living Dangerously" starring · Find out tonight! Strafford room in the MUB.
Admission free! ·
·
Mel Gibson and Sigourney Weaver. Thursday Sept. 17 at 7 & 9:30 in thee Strafford
Room of the MUB. $1 students; $2 nonstudents.

Rock and Roll, how has it affected you?
Find out tonight! Strafford room in the MUB.
Admission free!
·

To my favorite Sig Ep-thanx for a great 5
months. Love ya-Ace
FREE! Adorable Ki,ttens- 6 weeks old; 1
gray, 1 gray & white, 1 tiger double-pawed.
, Call in Berwick (207) 698-4514.

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

· FREE! Adorable Kittens- 6 weeks old; 1
gray, 1 gray & white, 1 tiger double-pawed. ·
'
Call .in Berwick (207) 698-4514.

)

THE FAR SIDE

DA~I= T\A/l=f\lTV-THRFE

By GARY LARSON

What's a small invester to do? Find out with
the UNH Enterprise Association. Thursday
Sept. 17.
What's a small invester to do? Find out with
the UNH Enterprise Association. Thu rds~y
Sept. 17.
Have you ever thought about acquaintance
rape and .the forms it takes? It can happen
with someone you just met or someone
you know and trust.

;:E~~""'::~",'.:"'.:';./;:,~ffl:'.',

Learn Astrology- Learn about New Age.
Astrology and your daily astroluck. Send
self-addressed stamped envelope to Paul
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail. L-237 , New
Smyrna Beach, FL 32069
Fireside Info meeting (7am) Mon.21st Mub;
and Sign ups 12:30pm Thu r. 24th Grafton
rm. Mub. BE THERE!
Ti red of war? So are we. Beyond War on
campus in Oct. Join us!
Tired of War? So are we Beyon'd War on
campus in Oct, Join usl ·

0

LookiAg for a small business to run? Start
your own. The UNH Enterprise Association,
Thursday Sept. 18. ·

()

·· Looking for a small business to run? Start
your own. 1 ne UNH Enterprise Association,
Thursday Sept. 18.

"OK, you've got me over a barrel ... but how
do I know these are all the negatives?"

EXTRA! Bahama's Blast '88 is underway!
Spend your spring break on a sailing
voyage in the Bahamas with the NHOC's
spring-break sailing venture. A $100 nonrefundable deposit is due by Oct. 1st. Stop
by the NHOC office tor' more into.- ,

,
"Yes, that's right.
One large delivery boy with pepperoni, olives 'lnd anchovies."

.
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· Repu blica n ~and id_a te
for Presi dent of the UnHe d State s
'

i

PETE duPONT

•

<

'RILEY
CHRISTOPHER O _
PIANIST

speaks on
- I

THE NATU RE OF .T HE PRES IDEN CY
Thurs ., Sept.1 7, 12:30 pm
Straff ord Room ·
Memo rial Union Build ing ·

Friday, September 18, 1987
Johnson Theater, PCAC
Tickets available at ·the MUB Ticket Office
.
and at the door · · ·
General Admission $12, F ac/Staff $10, Students $8 ·

They're bringing it hom e to UN H
Friday, Sep tem ber 18th, 1987 ·
/
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Sigma· Phi Epsilo n

CELEBRATE!
Join us at a reception to celebrate the
formation of the UNij:'. Ch.a pter of the

'

: ,:~~~l/ .

Association ·. 1or Women
in Science · ._'

,,

.

~
: ~~------=-:t:~
11 • ,r,,: ff;:,~OI if.A
--~.!-J \°j,•41'

t

.· ·, Date: Tuesday, September 15, 1987
Place: 4th Floo.r Conferenc e , Room ,in
the Science and Engineerin g Building
Time: 4:30 to 6:00 p.m.
- Who: All faculty, staff, graduate and
undergradu ate students in the-"sciences . · .
- · ·
interested in AWIS
Sponsored by: The Vice President for , Academic Affairs
and The UNH President's Commissio n
on the Status of Women
*Light refreshments will be provided*
.

'

Bring a friend!
Plans for the Fall semster .
. will be announce d.

·NH QC
~ .·

~New Hampshire Outing Club

.

-

~,~\:,;~

·MEMBERS HIP
HAS ITS ·
PRIVILEG ES

Open Rush
CLAM BAKE
Wedne Sday 9/16 5-7
Distinctions:
Voted No. 1 IJNB Fraternity overall
Best Rush/Pledge at 85'-86' Greek Awards
Largest House On Campus
Nationally With More Than 14,000 Active Members,
Sig Ep is the largest, strongest Greek fraternal ·organization
,
in history
· . -No. I G.P.A. Academic Year 8&'-87'

.

, •UniversityofNewHa ~pshire- Dur~am,N.H.. 03824
~)-_ ,_}

.-~~;) g~gU vjl'gg
Come Sail Away to the

g~
with the Outing Club for the
most fat1tast-ic
SPRING BREAK
everf I
~~~~OR ON LV $730.00
Don~t·miss out on the
· opportunity to sail, ·
·water-ski, snorkel,
scuba & swim! ·

,$100.00
deposit is due by
10-01-87, so don't
delay! For more
·info. call 2145 or. .
stop by Rm. 129 _of

MUB .
_off-ice hours posted -

..

APPLICA TIONS BEING ACCEPTED FOR RESIDENT IAL;
-COMMU TER, ._GREEK AND ··
FACULTY SEATS . .
.

'

/

. THE DEADLIN E. FOR.AP-~ PLICATIO N IS SEPT. 18, 1987. ALL
APPLICAT IONS CAN BE PICKED ·
UP AND -TURNED IN TO THE
STUDEN T ACTIVIT iES -O FFICE
ROOM 322,IN THE MUB~
\

.

,

>

4 J ~·
•

'

, I r ·, .• .I
,

l

_. •.
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Liset' s girls almos t knock off Holy Cros s
By Paul Sweeney
On paper, the University of
New Hampshire women's cross
country team's meet against

Holy Cross on Saturday goes
down as a 26-31 loss. The score
is a distortion, _though, as everything about the day was

. .
positive.
Let's -start with the weather.
As the runners cruised through
UNH' s college woods, they were
surrounde.d by a cool, overcast
day. "It was really perfect running weather and that hdped
out," said Nancy Boulanger,who
was the first Wildcat to cross
the finish line.
Then there was the crowd of
· close to 100 that came to watch
the meet. "I appreciate. all the
people who came out," coach
George Liset said. "It was nice
to have a lot of support."
The biggest plus of the day,
though, was the Wildcats' performance, a slim defeat to one
of New England's top women's
cross ~ountry teams. "I'm really
\ pleased and the team is too,''
Liset said. "We had 16 girls
running and they all ran their
personal bests for this season."
Heading the pack of Wildcats
were juniors Boulanger and
Cindie Difrancesco, who finished second and third in the
ra.ce with times of 18:50 and
18:51. respectively. Holy Cross'
Nancy Sullivan won the race.
UNH sophomore Tamara Toselli also ran a strong race,
The girls cross country tea{Il earned praise for their.performance finishing in 19:04.
"Nancy and Cindie and Tam-.
against fav(:>red Holy Cross. (file photo)

-

my were just· incredible, actually
everyone was," Liset·said. "They
ran out of competitiveness, the
race was filled with adrenalin."
The W iidcats came extremely
dose to taking the rpeet, but·
Holy Cross runners finished ·
places 6 through 9, which essentially beat the UNH team.
"We were ten seconds away
from a victory in one respect,"
Liset said.
The showing proved to Liset
what ·he already knew his team
was capable of doing. "The girls
were more surprised over the
results than I was,'' the coach
said. "We have the talent and
when we' re healthy and on top
of our game, we can be very
competitive."
"I was· surprised," Boulanger
said about her strong showing.
"I haven't 'r aced in a wh'ile. I'
think it was my nerves that got
me to the finish line."
Liset believes Saturday's meet
will be a boost for oncoming_
matches. "It's good to realize
we can compete 1ike that,» he
said. "Holy Cross had worked
hard for three weeks before this
meet. We'd only had one really
hard workout and we still. did
as well as we did."
The next home meet is on

- - - - - - F I E L D HOCK EY---- ~-

Take Snapshots as part of our sta-11

(continued from page 28)
take advantage of them."
"There was just no connection .between the midfield ·andthe corner,'' said senior Kate
.
Dumphy,, ·
One explanation· for the lack
of execution on offense is the
inexperience of the players. "We
are a fairly young team _and we
need to adjust to each other in
different positions," said Flanndl. "It is exciting because we
are going to get better with
experience."
The first half resulted in
neither team taking control of
the game. The Wildcats started

out fast, but Iowa quickly recovered to make it an evenly
.
played first half.
The only goal came with
about twenty minutes left in the
game. Flannell stopped a shot
but it deflected to the side of
the net where Missy Sanders
passed the ball to Erica Richard
who stuck the ball in the left
·side of the goal.
That sc~re might have been
a spark to IU NH as its intensity
and quality of play picked up
after the goal. But the Hawkeyes
were not about to allow the
Wildcats on the scoreboard.

"We really started to play
better after that goal," Flannell
said. "In the last ten minutes
we really put: the pressure on."
The team is taking the loss
as a learning experience rather
than a disappointment. "It was
a good test and I think we could ·
learn from our mistake~," Mercier said.
UNH opens its home season
on Wednesday against Ver mont. For the next few games
the 'Cats will be playing on a
grass surface and Mercier said
that this game is a good one to
m~ke the transition to gr.ass.

October 16 against NCAAquality Providence and ::1 tough '
Connecticut team. Between now
and then, the runners are hoping to build on Saturday's per- ,
formance.
"Our goal is to have everyone
run better' than the meet before," Liset said. "Everyone
wants to win, but we're training
. through our meets for the
championships. We may lose
a few battles, but we hope to win
wars." .
One key to the success will
be the three senior captains,
Steph Edelman, Kristie Hendr ich and Tara Teeve'n s.
"They've worked hard for three
years now," Liset said. "They're
committed i:o the program.
They're leaders not only as
runners, but as people."
The Wildcats will be_in action
again next weekend at the
Dartmouth Invitational. Boston
University, Keene State, C~W.
Post, Maine and Dartmouth will ,
.all run with the Wildcats.
· "That will be a good test for
us," Liset said. "BU is a peren- .
nial power and· the other teams
are stroµg. Our girls have the
ability and mental attitude to
compete, though."

The New Hampshire

MEN'S XC ......,__ _
(continued from page 28,)
run our daily mileage without Everybody's goal will be to break
breaking down," Boulaqger said. their personal best."
"That's the key. l\think we some
Modesty aside, the team must
things to look forward to. The ·
big day will be October 2 when rank Saturday up there as a big
· .
we run on our own course . day..

The best' way .to reach
10,000 peopl e is throug h the
· classif ieds
,~--~-----~-.-----~----~--~
II

.;.:..Personcil-ForSale·~Help Wanted -Ser,.,ices -Housing ,
-Lost & Fou~d :.;Rides -Travel -Yard Sales -Sports

I
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Anderso it has team prepare d for Terriers
By Rick Kampersal
Last year, they were "the little
team that could," as coach Marge
Anderson's youthful women's
soccer team defied their skeptics
and ended up playing in the
ECAC final, losing to Bostori
·
·
College, 4-.1.
As they get ready to host the
Terriers of Boston University
today (3:30 at home) those same
skeptics might still be lurking
in the shadows somewhere,
provoked by the arrival of eight
newcomers.
"This team is even younger
than last year's,'' conceded
Anderson. "We have eight
freshmen, six sophomores, five
'juniors, and one senior."
. And what's stopping them
from going one game further
than last year? Nothing. .Absolutely nothing. "Already, I've
noticed a few differences," said
Anderson. "It's difficult to put
into words but this year's group
of freshmen is a little bit more
skilled. The returning players
have added experience to go
along with skill." Skeptics be·ware.
The Wildcats, though they
lost only three players to graduation, lost three pivotal leaders, Gone from the 8-5-3 team
from a year ago are Sarah Stokes,
Kim Shaw, and Cindy Pierce.
· Stokes led the team in scoring
/
last year with 15 points.
The heir apparent is seemingly sophomore Ellen Weinberg. The forward from DallaS:
Te-x as was the team's secondleading scorer with 13 points. .
According to Anderson, Weinberg can hardly wait for the
games to begin. "Ellen is already
playing top soccer," said the
coach. "She's a talented player
with exceptional footwork."
The other half of the sophomore connection on offense is
halfback Maura Naughton. Anderson relates Naughton's ability
to excel under pressure with a

story from th~ other sport that
Naughton plays, lacrosse.
"I remember last year in an
NCAA tournament game when
we were awarded a penalty
shot," said Anderson. "Maura,
our only freshman on the field,
took the shot and she scored.
. That showed a lot of poise for
that age.''
Of her ability under the gun,
· Naughton saicl simply, "I just
put___my mind to it and whatever
has to be done gets done."
The ·capq1in and lone senior
on this year's squad is halfback
Dawn Peck. Peck is certainly
no stranger to the trainer's
room, having sat out all of last
year. This year, however, she's
raring to go and is bubbling over
with anticipation.
"Dawn's been fantastic," said
freshman Cheryl Bergeron. "She
just gives you so much support
an_d she's filled with enthusi.
asm."
Of the freshmen on this year's
team, some should se~ ample
playing time. Bergeron, a midfielder/ forward from Tariffville, Conn., has impressed the
coaching staff by gelling well
with Weinberg. "I guess I do
work well with Ellen," said
Bergeron. 'The same is true
with Maura. They' re such good
playe~~ that you can learn from
them.
Jill Lewis, a forward from
Wakefield, RI, whom Anderson
describes as having· "incredible
footwork. She's done some
things in practice that I've never
seen before,"' should play.
"Debbie Maida (a fullback
from Winchester, MA) and
Dianna Mcloughlin (a forward
from Port Washington, NY) are
right up there, too," said Anderson.
Anderson doesn't look at the
glut of youth in a negative way.
"It's a coach's dream to have as
much depth as possible and I
think we have i,t," said the third-

_
.

The women's soccer team has spent .three weeks preparing for todafs horrie opener against
Boston University. Coach Marge Anderson doesn't know what to expect of BU. (Jpshua Halsband
·
pho(o)
year coach. "This year, I can see Cornell, and Princeton for the bian has suffered the only injury
us using niore people off the · first time this year," said And- thus far and •is questionable
bench.''
erson. "In fact, pur schedule is today. The injury has yet to be
Expected to make sure that tough, with all the New England completely diagnosed even
no balls find their way into the teams like BC, Harvard, UConn, though she has been sidelined
net is junior goalie Janene and UMass."
for over two weeks~ "Nell is hurt
Tilden. Tilt:len chalked up a .909
Anderson's major project this in the thigh area/' said Andersave percentage and a scanty year has been to promote team son.
0.99 goals against average to unity _rather. than individuality.
Helping Anderson out with ·
go along with her nine shutouts. "It's one of the toughest things the coaching chores this year
However, don't rule out fresh- a coach has to do," she admitted. · will be Adrian Pfisterer and
man net minder J i.llie Leonhardt "It's something that comes with newcomers Jeff Barclay and
(Acton, MA) from seeing action. time and is difficult to teach."
Jennifer Mynter. The 'Cats shut
"Julie is very talented and she
"She's basically trying to get out BU last year, 4-0.
· needs time," stressed Anderson. us to work more as a unit instead
Anderson is hard-pressed to
"She's gutsy and fundamentally . _of one," said Naughton. "Some- name one part~cular adjective
sound." Look to see Leonhardt _times teams go through to describe her team. 'T d have
· in between the posts when the stretches where a particular to say enthusiastic, dedicated,
'Cats have a comfortable lead.
player tries to stand out more. and determined." Uh, Marge,
While . new faces line the It happened a little last year, that was three. Regardless, it
'Cats' roster, new opponents but hopefully we'll pull through sounds like -a _perfect recipe for
also appea'r on the schedule. it."
another winning season.
"We'll be playing Rutgers,
Ju~ior fullback Nell Ghari-

Transfer Porter
shines despite UNH
men's tennis loss
.

.

.

.

'

By Jason Doris
The Wildcat tennis men lost
their first match at home yesterday to the Friars of Providence College. Rookie coach
Paul Berton coached his first
match, and though they did lose,
·
he was excited.
"Win, lose or draw, I'm going
to be excited," said Berton, who ·
has a very young team to work
with this year.
With six freshmen on the ·
team and three in the top six
(and with only one senior),
Berton has a lot to look forward
to.
Freshman Greg Coss and
junior Tim· Porter both won
their matches playing in the top
six. "I wa., very impressed with
Tim (Porter) at th'ird singles
and at first doubles," said Berton.
The first singles position is
held by Shawn Herlihy. Herlihy
lost his match 3-6, 1-6, but
Berton says he thinks Herlihy
will win the majority of his
matches this season.At number two, freshman
Brian Baker lost his match 26, 1-6. "He was a better: player!
" \ . \ '.._, \_:;;::._;.,/,,.\ \

but there is no reason why I
should have lost 2 (6-2) and 1
.
(6-1)," said Baker. .
After Porter's impressive
win, senior Paul Ratcliffe lost
at number four, 3-.6, 6-7 (7-5).
Coss, playing number five,
trouncedopponent 6-3, 6-3.
Rounding out the top six, freshman Peter Carlisle lost his
match 3-6, 4-6.
"In. retrospect, I think I may
have set up the top ·six differently," said Berton. "And I'm
thinking of some different
combinations for doubles."
The first doubles team played
-well in beating their opponents
7-5, 6-3. Howeve~, it would be
weekend.
the only match the team would The women's tennis team bowed to UVM over the
ph_oto)
(file
Friday.
on
home
at
UMass
is
'Cats
the
for
up
Next
Glen
and
win. Jason Neuman
Wheldon lost number two doubles by the score of 1-6, 3-6.
Freshmen Brian· Brady and
Dennis Pope lost their match

4-6,.6-4, 6-4. ·

.

·

The team played well in
~general and next have a chance
to prove themselves Wednesday, when they have a home
match against the University
of Massachusetts at 3:00.

\ \ ',, \
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McCurdy would
like UVM again .·
By Jason Doris
Seventh-year coach Russ
McCurdy put it best. "It was one
of those matches you think you

~ .°" -'s•'>I. •1 ·:.

', \

•-"~ • \·~ • ,,__--;._\ \ .·, •:~\ \

.... \ \

could have won," said McCurdy.
"We really wish we could play
' · ·
them again."
Coach McCurdy was proud of
.\.<;
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his girls in their 6-3 loss to
Vermont oh Saturday, and he
should be. Though they lost,
. there w·e re no weak matches.
The most impressive win was
recorded by Wildcat Kara _
McKenna, who won.her number
·
five singles match, 6-1, 6-1.
. The day started out slow, as
the Wildcats lost at the first
three positions. ·UNH' s number
one Debbie Rinaldi lost 6-3, 4·6, 6.:2.Jennifer Radden then lost
her match 1-6, 6-2, 6:.4 at the
number two spot.
Stacy Murgo lost her number
three match, 3-6, 5-7. The
bottom half of the top_ six
prevailed with three wins from
Liz Lerner, 7 -5, 6-3, McKenna,
and Louise Martin, 7 -5, 2-6, and
6-2.
With the score tied at three
to three, the girls needed to win only two doubles matches out
. of three to win the whole match.
Instead, they lost - all three
matches. The most impressive
niatch was the first doubles,
where Kathy Greenland, who
had the best doubles record on
the team last year, and Sandy
Richter teamed up for a 3-6, 7,'.
5, 7-6 tiebreaker loss.
Debbie Rothstein and Laura
Hebert lost 3-6, 1-6,- and Tori
Wincup and Amy Brodsky lost
at third doubles, 1-6, 6-1, 5-7.
"It would be nice to play them
again, but we're looking forward
to Maine on Friday," said
McCurdy. The match is at Orono
_at 3:00.
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Sports
Bergh oltz' foot vatilts . 'Cats past Eagle s
By Scott Bemiss
allowed the only goal.
"Eric · played outstanding,
Soccer fans of Durham have
waited a long time to find considering the conditions (assomething to cheer about. This troturf and the lights)," said
yea,r, the search may have come coach Garber.
"I · credit the win to our
to an end. The Wildcats chalked
up t}:leir se.cond straight win of defense and the great 'Yay they
this new season with . a 1-0 marked up with the BC forvictory over the Eagles of Bos- wards," said Stinson. · "That
helped cut down the amount of
ton· College.
The lone goal of the contest shots on goal."
The tables have turned for
came off the foot of Jeff Betgholtz at 17:54 of the first half. this Wildcat team. Last year
Bergholtz broke through two their record at this point stood
backs and fired home his secona at 0-2 after losing to BC in the
goal of the season, this one . season opener 3-1.
"This has been a great turunassisted. Each team had several opportunities in the second naround for our team. Everyone
half, but no one was able to cash has played well and we'll need
that kind of contribution every
them in.
"We didn't play as well ~s we game,'' said Garber. "The more
did against Central Connecti- we win, the more psyched up
cut," said head coach Ted teams will be to beat us."
UNH will have to play their
Garber. "That was probably
because of the astroturf. Our toughest soccer to date this
midfielders had some trouble Wednesday when they do battle
· o.n the surface. But 1f_we're able with the University of Massato win by not playing our best, chusetts. The Minutemen dethen that says something about feated Boston University by the .
score of 2-0. BU was a particour team."
UNH' s goalie, freshman Eric ipant in last year's NCAA
Stinson, made his first start in tournament.
"Wednesday's home kickoff
the l,lue-and-white and proved
his worth. Stinson was spectac- will be tough, but with everyone
ular, stopping·the BC offense healthly and some support from
cold with seven saves and earn- 011r f?ns, it should be an exciting
The men's soccer team won their se.c ond straight game, · this one over Boston College, 1-0,
ing the shutout. BC's Gary match-·up,'' said Garber.
as Jeff Beigholtz ~cored the only goal and Eric Stinson recprded the shutout. (file photo) .
Zaffino had two saves and

Mens XC places
second in Can·;.Am
By Paul Sweeney · •. ,
best USM finish was Wendell
'
With only one meet under-~. Blood; s twentieth.
Boulanger was especially imbelt, the -~U niveJsftY: of New
Hampshire men's crns·s ·country-, pressed with Hall's time because
season is much too young for of the difficulty of the course.
coach Jim Boulanger and the "That is a looping course with
team to start raving over what a lot of cutbac.ks and changes
a year it is going to be. But based be"tween asphalt and grass,"
on their performance in Satur- . Boulanger said. "If anyone can
day's Canadian-American Iri- finish it in under 26 minute·s,
vitatidnal~ one couldn't blame · then they have run ·a very good
the Wildcats for losing their race."
UNH's Ryan Landvoy also
heads in enthusiasm.
With 58 points, UNH placed ran a solid race, fin.ishing fifsecond among five teams at the teenth in 26:58. Both his time
meet. The University of Mas- and placing would've been betsachusett~ a.t Boston was the ter, though, had he not become
only team better; winning the confused as to the whereabouts
race with 45 total poi:Q~s. Fin- of the finish line. Landvoy
ishing behind the UNH we-~ stopped 10 yards short of the ·
Canadian representatives Uni- finish and was surpassed by
versity of New Brunswick ·(73 three opposing runners.
The next meet for the Wild~
Marisa Didio.' s field hockey team lost a tough one to defending NCAA champs Iowa as a
points), host Bates College (74
. points), and one man team cats is a toughie at Connecticut.
goal was disallowed. The Hawkeyes took the defensive battle, 1-0. (file photo)
University of Southern Maine UNH will face eastern top dogs
Providence and Connecticut
(117 points).
UNH hadn't beaten Bates in along with Northeastern. Provfour years a~d practically the idence is a squad that features
same New Brunswick team runners who were National
defeated them last season. "The Junior Champions _in the United
UNH did not- receive an_y kids were ecstatic," Boulanger Kingdom and have crossed the
By John Kelley
originally called it a goal, but
In a rematch of the 1986 changed her mind and decided breaks from the officials, but said. "We ran up to the front· Atlantic to run. Boulanger said
NCAA finalists, the Iowa Haw- . that it was a dangerous hit, they can only blame themselves and didn't worry about dying, · Connecticut can also always be
for losing this game.
jus~ as 'Ye planned to do. This counted on to have a solid team.
keyes edged the UNH women's , disallowing the score.
The Wildcats had a number really gave us a boost in con"Our showing probably won't
The ball actuaHy reached that
field hockey team 1-0 yesterday.
. be as good as last -weeks,"
As with the championship game height, because it deflected off of chances but did not ~apitalize . fidence."
Randy Hall, Peter Hammer Boulanger said. 'TU be thrilled
·a year ago, this contest was full an Iowa stick. '.'I thought it was· on them. For example, Walsh
of excitement, but also had its a goal," said senior Lori Mercier. had 10 saves compared to Mi- and Dan Beauley finished in the if our runners can finish in
"It deflected off a defender's chele .Flannell's five. Also the top 10 overall for UNH. Hall between 27 and 28 minutes. It's
share of controversy.
With her team trai-ling 1-0 st_ick, but what are you going 'Cats had 10 corners compared was the top 'Cat performer, a tough and grinding course."
to the Hawkeyes' four. "Some crossing the line third with .a
As far as the rest of the season
late in the game, UNH forward to do? It is the official's call."
This marked the first time of those should have been solid 25-minute, 57-second race. goes, what isn't broken need not
Peggy Bilinski apparently tied
the game, but the score was the Wildcats. had been shut out goals," said Mercier: "We could Hammer was .seventh with a be fixed, so the Wildcats won't
since the second rdund of the have beat them. We had the 26: 15 time and Beauley finished alter anything. "We're going
disallowed.
NCAA tournament in 1985. opportunities and we did not ninth in 26:22. Southern to continue to train hard and
corner
penalty
a
Hilinski fired
Maine's Tim Swope won the
shot over falling Iowa goaltend- That game was also a 1-0 contest
FIELD HOCKEY, page 26
meet in 25:48, but the second MEN'S XC, page 26
er Erin Walsh. The official against Boston University.

Hawke yes squeak out a win

